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I have attempted in the following pages to describe the life of an important person in history and the events associated with him. The focus is deliberately narrow; other works exist on the general history of the third century BC and there is no need to duplicate them.

The paucity and ambiguity of the evidence is well known and this is not the place to attempt to solve all problems, even if it were possible. I have, however, attempted to make clear the areas where problems and controversy exist, to indicate possible solutions, and to provide a bibliography for further study of individual problems.

This book was originally to be a joint project with Professor Allen M. Ward of the University of Connecticut. Some progress had already been made when Professor Ward was forced to withdraw due to the pressures of other commitments. I decided to attempt to complete the work alone, but am grateful for his early assistance, and whatever is good in this may be to his credit. Of course, I assume full responsibility for the text in its current condition, including any errors or omissions.

Much gratitude is due also to Richard Stoneman of Routledge for his patience and understanding during the many delays in getting this manuscript into print.

The nature of the subject, and the evidence for it, is such that a biography of Antigonus Gonatas will never be sufficiently complete; the work is never entirely finished. Yet his was an interesting life, in interesting times, of historical importance. It is worth writing about, and I hope it will be found useful.

J.J.G
January 1996
# ANTIGONID KINGS OF MACEDONIA

(Dates in brackets are claimed, if not exercised)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>King</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(306–301)</td>
<td>Antigonus I and Demetrius I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294–286</td>
<td>Demetrius I Poliorcetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(286) 276–239</td>
<td>Antigonus II Gonatas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239–229</td>
<td>Demetrius II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229–221</td>
<td>Antigonus III Doson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221–179</td>
<td>Philip V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179–167</td>
<td>Perseus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SELECT CHRONOLOGY

(All dates BC)

323  Death of Alexander the Great
319  Birth of Antigonus II Gonatas; birth of Pyrrhus
316  Death of (king) Philip III Arrhidaeus (brother of Alexander)
312  Seleucus gains Babylon, permanently; Demetrius (I Poliorcetes) v. Ptolemy at Gaza
311  General peace treaty among satraps; murder of Alexander IV by Cassander (end of Argead dynasty)
307  Liberation of Athens by Demetrius; Four Years War, Demetrius (Athens) v. Cassander
306  Antigonus I and Demetrius assume title of “king;” Ptolemy, Seleucus, Lysimachus, Cassander follow suit
305  Siege of Rhodes by Demetrius “Poliorcetes”
301  Battle of Ipsus; death of Antigonus I
298  Laches assumes tyranny at Athens, expelled by Demetrius
294  Demetrius I, King of Macedonia (to 286)
286  Invasion of Macedonia by Lysimachus and Pyrrhus; “revolt” in Athens
283  Death of Demetrius I; Antigonus Gonatas assumes title of king; death of Ptolemy I
281  Battle of Corupedium; death of Lysimachus; murder of Seleucus
280  Invasion of Macedon by Gauls; devastation of Macedonia and Thrace
277  Antigonus defeats Gauls at Lysimacheia; marriage of Antigonus and his niece Phila (daughter of Seleucus)
272  Death of Pyrrhus in Argos
265–262  Chremonidean War; naval Battle of Cos
252  Alexander, son of Craterus, usurps control of Corinth
246  Antigonus recovers Corinth; naval Battle of Andros
243  Aratus of Sicyon seizes Corinth
239  Death of Antigonus II Gonatas
Antigonus Gonatas was born in 319 BC and died in 239 BC. He lived a long life of eighty years and was king of Macedonia, a major power, for half of his long life. The time in which he lived was a period of turbulent transition, full of war and change. Yet it is difficult to know this man, to understand his character; indeed, it is often impossible even to know what he did, still less why, or how, he did it. The evidence is lacking, as is well known.

There are no remaining official archives or records of the king, and there is no surviving narrative of events written by another party, friendly or hostile. The portion of the “universal history” of Diodorus Siculus covering the years after 301 is lost; the narrative of Polybius, where the focus is the rise of Rome, does not begin until 221 BC. The events of the life and reign of Antigonus must largely be interpreted from chance remarks in later sources and randomly surviving contemporary epigraphical evidence, primarily Athenian inscriptions. Inevitably, the evidence from such sources is often ambiguous and the conclusions are controversial. The only prior attempt to describe this man and his times was W.W.Tarn’s magisterial work, Antigonos Gonatas, published in 1913. That was nearly a century ago. In the intervening years, new evidence has appeared, mostly epigraphical, and new interpretations of events have been suggested. It is time to try again.

Antigonus was probably born in Gonnoi in Thessaly. The name of the town is one possible explanation of his nickname, “Gonatas,” which is otherwise not easily explained. It was a likely place for his mother to be: she was Phila, daughter of Antipater, the regent of Macedonia; in 319 BC, Thessaly was firmly under his control. The father of Antigonus was Demetrius, later called “Poliorcetes,” who was probably not present at the birth of his first-born (and only
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GENEALOGY

Antipater+ (?)

children Nicaea, m. Perdiccas (no issue)

m. Lysimachus, child Arsinoë I (m. Ptolemy II),

Agathocles

Phila I, m. Craterus, child Craterus II

m. Demetrius I (Poliorcetes)

children Stratonice (m. Seleucus, Antiochus)

**Antigonus II Gonatas**

m. Phila II (below), child Demetrius II

Eurydice, m. Ptolemy I, children Ptolemy Ceraunus,

Lysandra, Ptolemais

Cassander m. Thessaloniki (dau. Philip II)

children Philip, Antipater, Alexander (V)—all
died young,

(other children of Antipater)

Antigonus I+Stratonice

children Philippos (?) died young

Demetrius I Poliorcetes, m. Phila I, children Stratonice I,

**Antigonus II Gonatas**

m. Eurydice of Athens (no issue)

m. Deidameia (sister of Pyrrhus)

(no issue)

m. Lanassa (dau. Agathocles of Syracuse) (no issue)

m. Ptolemais (dau. Ptolemy I) child

Demetrius the Fair

(...his child Antigonus Doson)

Lagos+ (?) children Ptolemy I, Berenice, others

Ptolemy I, m. Eurydice (dau. Antipater): children Ptolemy Ceraunus,

Lysandra, Ptolemais

m. Berenice (his step-sister?), children Arsinoë II, Ptolemy II

Philadelphus

Ptolemy II, m. Arsinoë I,

children Ptolemy III, Lysimachos,

Berene (m. Antiochus II)

m. Arsinoë II (no issue)

Seleucus, m. Apama, child Antiochus I

m. Stratonice I, (dau. Demetrius), child Phila II, m.

**Antigonus Gonatas**

Stratonice I m. Antiochus I

children Antiochus II, Seleucus, Apame, Stratonice II

Lysimachus, m. Nicaea (dau. Antipater), children, Arsinoë I and Agathocles

m. Arsinoë II (dau. Ptolemy I), children Ptolemy plus 2 others
legitimate) son, but was with his father, Antigonus I Monophthalmos at his headquarters in Phrygia. Demetrius was only about eighteen years old at the time; he had married Phila at his father’s insistence. Monophthalmos thought it was a politically advantageous match, even though Phila was much older than Demetrius. She was probably in her mid- to late twenties, and already a widow (of Craterus) with a young son.

The political marriages which were begun following the death of Alexander continued sporadically for the next few generations. As a result, Antigonus Gonatas was related by blood or marriage or both to just about everyone of political or military consequence in that period. Seleucus I Nikator was at one time or another his brother-in-law and father-in-law; Antiochus, the son of Seleucus, was also his brother-in-law, through the same sister. Ptolemy I Soter was his uncle, Ptolemy II Philadelphus was his cousin, and Pyrrhus, Lysimachus, and Cassander were also at one time or another his uncles (see the genealogical chart). These multiple marriages were designed to link the families, but often resulted in friction instead.

In this fractious group, the direct line descended from Antigonus I Monophthalmos was unique for the obvious loyalty and dedication to one another. For four generations, no Antigonid was ever murdered, banished, dethroned, or intrigued against by another. Indeed, they usually got along quite well, in different ways and some better than others.

The cross-generational parallels are striking, although perhaps coincidental.

Antigonus I Monophthalmos reached the height of his power and influence late in life; he was over fifty when he became prominent after the death of Alexander. He apparently married late also, had only one wife, and only one son (Demetrius may have had an older brother, who died young). Antigonus I was over forty when Demetrius was born and he indulged the boy, forgiving his childish and adolescent pranks, and bringing him into the family business (power) at an early age. He shared his success with his son: Antigonus was the first of the Successors to take the title of “king”—and it was a joint kingship with his son Demetrius. He lived to be more than eighty years old.

In the same manner, Antigonus II Gonatas reached the height of his power late in life. He had no special position or power until Demetrius died in 283, when Antigonus was already about thirty-seven years old. He, too, married late and only once. He was about
forty-two when he married his young niece Phila, by whom he fathered his only legitimate child, his son Demetrius II. He had another son by an Athenian hetaira (Demo), named Halkyoneus, who was born when Antigonus was in his late twenties. Both sons were given considerable fatherly attention, and his legitimate son Demetrius was associated with him in the family business (monarchy) at an early age; Demetrius II was nominally in command of an army against Epirus c. 264 BC, when he was about fourteen years old. Antigonus II also lived a long life: to eighty.

By contrast, both Demetrius I and Demetrius II tasted power at an early age. Both married young and more than once, produced several children and seem to have given little personal attention to any of them. The family tradition of loyalty and affection was real enough, but neither Demetrius played the role of father with any zeal. For example, while both Antigonus I and II took care to associate their young sons in the kingship, Demetrius I was king of Macedonia for nearly seven years, but there is no evidence that he ever named his thirty-year-old son Antigonus joint king. Both Demetrius I and II died young.

Nothing certain is known about the youth of Gonatas. He was not active in his father’s power games until he was about twenty-five. For the years before that, we can only surmise the activity or whereabouts of Antigonus by looking at his father’s activity, and make some assumptions based on the later attitudes and behavior of Antigonus.

His youth was no doubt spent acquiring the finest education possible. Diogenes Laertius (D.L. 2.110) records that an early teacher of Antigonus was Euphantos of Olynthus, who wrote a treatise for him on governing a kingdom, and he studied with many other philosophers of his time, primarily in Athens. Tarn made much of the fact that Antigonus had been educated in the philosophical schools at Athens, and perhaps he made too much of it. By the late fourth century BC, Athens had already become the “university town” it would remain for centuries. Anyone who could afford advanced education went to Athens if possible. Demetrius certainly provided well for the education of his son, and Athens was a very easy place for Antigonus to be. Antigonus later valued his study with various philosophers, and was known to have remained on friendly terms with many of them: Cleanthes, Menedemos, Bion, Timon of Phlius, Persaios, Arcesilaus, and especially Zeno. Yet many of these friendships, some in fact not very close, seem to date to a much
later period. The evidence is anecdotal and inconclusive, but it is possible that many of these friendships, such as they were, were formed after Antigonus became king of Macedonia. During his reign, and at a time when he was over forty years old, he called himself a pupil of Menedemos (D.L. 2.141) and in the context it could be interpreted as polite flattery: not wholly untrue, but not to be taken too seriously. He surely was a student of Zeno the Stoic, either as an adult or earlier in his adolescence. He was genuinely fond of Zeno,³ and seems to have enjoyed conversing with him. But it would be reaching to assume therefore that Antigonus agreed with Zeno, or became a dedicated Stoic. Indeed, there is evidence to the contrary. On one occasion, Antigonus made a deliberately false statement to Zeno, that his estate had been ravaged by “the enemy” (the incident cannot be dated). He wanted to see Zeno’s reaction. As he expected, Zeno was distraught, whereupon Antigonus is said to have remarked, “You see, wealth is not a matter of indifference” (D.L. 7.36). It would seem that the two men had an ongoing disagreement on that subject, and perhaps others. Zeno often complained that Antigonus brought noisy parties to his house (D.L. 7.13); did this mean a few incidents in the youth of Antigonus, or an ongoing amicable irritation? Perhaps Antigonus could consume wine as zealously as his father. The philosopher Bion was known to be on friendly terms with Antigonus (we do not know when), and he was well-known as a heavy drinker (D.L. 4.46). The relationship with Zeno and his circle was long-lasting. It was Antigonus who introduced Persaios to Zeno; Persaios became tutor to Antigonus’ son Halkyoneus, and was later sent to Antigonus by Zeno in his stead because Zeno was too old to travel (D.L. 7.36; 7.6). Much later, Persaios was a high-ranking official for Antigonus at Corinth.⁴ Much of the anecdotal information about the relationship of Antigonus and philosophers reveals not so much the influence of philosophy on Antigonus, but the political activity of the philosophers. Menedemos of Eretria, also noted for his lively parties, was an envoy to Demetrius, to Ptolemy and to Lysimachus, attempted to intercede with Antigonus regarding affairs in Eretria, moved the decree of Eretria honoring Antigonus after his defeat of the Gauls at Lysimacheia, was a close friend of Antigonus’ garrison commander in the Piraeus, and died at the court of Antigonus in voluntary exile (D.L. 2.133–142). The Athenian orator Demochares, never a friend to Antigonus, berated Zeno for his unquestioned influence with Antigonus, an influence Zeno was always careful not to use (D.L. 7.15).
Antigonus’ study of philosophy no doubt began in his youth, and continued throughout his life as time and circumstances allowed. He had the opportunity to learn much about statecraft simply by observing the career of his father. The opportunity was even greater to the extent that he shared some of those experiences. It will be useful to review the relevant episodes in the career of Demetrius during the formative years of Antigonus.

Demetrius had had his first military command at the age of about seventeen; he commanded the Companion Cavalry of his father’s forces in the battle at Gabene in 317 BC (D.S. 19.40). However, there is no evidence that he introduced his own son to warfare at an equally young age.

Demetrius’ first independent command was in 312 at the battle of Gaza, when he was about twenty-five (Plut. Dem.. 2; D.S. 19.81, 93); Antigonus would have been an impressionable youngster of about seven years of age.

In his early years Antigonus probably did not spend much time with his father. A very young boy would normally be with his mother, but Antigonus may have remained with his mother well into adolescence because of his father’s activities. At least part of his early years were no doubt spent at the court of his grandfather Antigonus I Monophthalmos in Celaenae in Asia Minor, where he would have received his early education and where his father was at least occasionally present. Phila and the twelve-year-old Antigonus were no doubt elsewhere when Demetrius married Eurydice of Athens in 307, and when he took Lamia as his mistress at Cyprus in 306. We do not know where Phila was, or where Antigonus was, although he must have been aware of his father’s triumphal entry into Athens, and the great victory over the Ptolemaic fleet off Cyprus. There is no record of the presence of Antigonus at the siege of Rhodes in 305/4, where Demetrius earned the eponym “City Besieger;” but since he was already about sixteen, it is not impossible. It is perhaps more likely that the young Antigonus was well into his studies in Athens at this time, and went to Rhodes briefly, if at all.

Antigonus was not likely to have been with his father when Demetrius took yet another wife, Deidameia, the sister of Pyrrhus, in 303 BC (Plut. Dem. 25; Pyrr. 4). He was also probably not present at the disastrous Battle of Ipsus a year later, although Pyrrhus was. And it was Pyrrhus who was placed in charge of Greece, not Antigonus, when Demetrius sailed to Thrace shortly thereafter (Plut. Dem. 31; Pyrr. 4). A little later, Antigonus may have joined Phila
and Demetrius in Syria for the betrothal of his sister Stratonike to Seleucus. Phila was then sent on a diplomatic mission to her brother Cassander (Plut. Dem. 31–32). Where was Antigonus?

One must wonder at the thoughts of the twenty-year-old Antigonus, observing Pyrrhus, a year younger than he, well-employed by Demetrius and entrusted with considerable responsibility. Yet the subsequent relationship between Antigonus and Pyrrhus, though a constant political rivalry, seems to have involved no personal hostility at all, but rather mutual respect.

And so, in the first twenty years of his life, Antigonus probably heard about his father far more often than he saw him. He heard how his father won military victories; he heard that his father and his grandfather were addressed as kings. He heard about the death of his grandfather and the defeat of Demetrius at the Battle of Ipsus. He knew very well about the warm welcome given to Demetrius by the Athenians, when Demetrius liberated the city from Cassander. Antigonus probably resided in Athens for most of the years between 307 and 301. When news reached the city of the results at Ipsus, Antigonus and everyone else closely associated with Demetrius found it necessary to leave Athens (Plut. Dem. 30.3). He had learned what it felt like to be welcomed in Athens, and he now knew how it felt to be unwelcome there.
The Athenian insistence that Demetrius, his family, and possessions be removed from Athens after his defeat at Ipsus can easily be explained. There were three reasons: first and most obvious, nobody likes a loser. If the Athenians wanted to stay on good terms with those who were powerful, as I have argued elsewhere, then they would want to avoid any association with someone who had just been decisively defeated by the powerful. Second, Demetrius had not been much help during his recent stay in Athens. Initially, his support of the democracy was very popular and very much appreciated, especially as it was in contrast to Cassander’s imposition of the tyranny of Demetrius of Phaleron, who was removed by Demetrius in 307. But Cassander continued to attempt to reassert his control of Athens during the so-called Four Years’ War (307–303 BC) in which Demetrius was often absent, as for the naval battle off Salamis in Cyprus (306) and the siege of Rhodes (305/4). Indeed, the Athenians were instrumental in arranging a negotiated end of that siege, precisely because they needed Demetrius back in Athens (Plut. Dem. 22–23). Gonatas probably remained in Athens during most of this time, but was too young to be of much help. Various associates and partisans of Demetrius were no doubt helpful, but the Athenians by and large had to fend for themselves against Cassander. There are several references in honorary decrees for Athenians who were active in raising or deploying forces against Cassander (Thymochares of Sphettos, father of Phaidros and Kallias, Demochoares, the nephew of Demosthenes, and Olympiodorus). Finally, Demetrius had long since worn out his welcome in Athens. The period 303/2 was strife-ridden; he still had supporters and sycophants (such as Stratocles, who suggested that Demetrius’ words should be considered as coming from the gods), but many were
becoming resentful of his increasingly autocratic manner, including his decision to take up residence in the Parthenon with his collection of hetairai, with special honors and perquisites for his favorite, Lamia, the flute-player from Cyprus. It is to this period that the voluntary or involuntary exile of several Athenian politicians must be dated, among them Demochares and the comic poet Philippides (Plut. Dem. 24, 27). If he was no help against Cassander, if he was a disgrace and a distraction to political and social life in Athens, and then lost much of his international prestige and power in battle, there was no reason to acquiesce in his continued presence.

The events of the next few years are not well known. Demetrius escaped from Ipsus with 9,000 troops; a great part of his fleet had gone over to Ptolemy, but not all of it. He still possessed garrisons in Corinth, which he had acquired from Cassander in 303 (D.S. 20.103), and probably Megara and Chalkis. No doubt there were other garrisons and supporters in some cities of the Peloponnese where Demetrius had long been active, and he still had friends (and no doubt some mercenaries) in a few cities of Asia Minor. One can guess that Demetrius, Phila, and Antigonus were domiciled primarily in Corinth for the next few years (although Demetrius personally seems never to have stayed in any one place very long). Corinth was the chief base of operations for Demetrius in these years, from which he embarked upon several adventures in the Peloponnese and in central Greece. It was probably here that father and son first became really acquainted, and during these years that Antigonus gained military experience.

The victors of Ipsus soon had a falling out. Their alliance had not been based on any common interest, but on a common fear of Antigonus Monophthalmos and Demetrius Poliorcetes. With that fear considerably diminished if not removed, they began once again to mistrust one another. It is in this context that another round of marriage alliances was made in an attempt to gain position or influence. In 299 BC, Lysimachus married Ptolemy’s daughter Arsinoë, divorcing her aunt Nicaea in the process; his son Agathocles married another daughter of Ptolemy, Lysandra; Seleucus married Demetrius’ daughter Stratonike; and Demetrius was betrothed to Ptolemais, daughter of Ptolemy (the marriage was not consummated for several years; she was no doubt quite young). In spite of his defeat at Ipsus, Demetrius was still a force to be reckoned with, and therefore very much a part of the diplomatic maneuverings.

Antigonus, now about twenty or twenty-one years old, may have
joined Phila and Demetrius in Syria for the betrothal of his sister Stratonike to Seleucus. Phila was then sent on a diplomatic mission to her brother Cassander (Plut. Dem. 31–32). Her mission was to smooth some ruffled feathers; Cassander was not a part of the recent negotiations and marriage alliances, and was not pleased with the opportunistic military adventures of Demetrius in Asia Minor.

The situation in Athens was chaotic. The removal of Demetrius and his associates had not improved the situation at all. Cassander had invaded the Peloponnese while Demetrius was absent for the Ipsus campaign, and it may be this episode which presented a threat to Eleusis and caused Olympiodorus to rally the local population to defeat “the Macedonians” (Paus. 1.26.3). The comic poet Philippides had apparently been resident at the court of Lysimachus since about 303/2; his attempts to get money from Lysimachus for Athens may have begun even before Ipsus; at any rate, by 299/8 Lysimachus had provided large gifts of grain and underwrote some of the costs of the Great Panathenaia of 298 (7. G. II²,657). Gifts of money and/or grain to Athens by the powerful kings are often seen as indications of the relationship of Athens to particular kings at that point in time, and rightly so in many instances. One can conclude from this episode that Lysimachus was influential in Athens in the years after Ipsus; on the other hand, Athens was frequently faced with food shortages, often at a crisis level. The need might be urgent to get food into the city as soon as possible, from whatever source. All the hellenistic kings could benefit from the gratitude of Athens, the university town, the polis with a glorious history. At some times, it was worth investing considerable resources for the good will of Athens; at others, perhaps a small amount, if convenient, was in order. It may not be appropriate to draw sweeping conclusions from the evidence of a gift.

The same Philippides had arranged for the burial at his own expense of Athenian casualties at Ipsus. It is worth noting that there were Athenians there: Athens, as a political entity, was not a party in that battle. It should be remembered that, although the kings generally fought their wars with mercenaries, mercenaries could be of any citizenship, and no doubt many Athenians served on all sides. The best known examples are Kallias of Sphettos, the Athenian who spent most of his adult life in the service of Ptolemy (the Kallias decree, Agora I, 7295), and Heracleitus of Athmonon, the Athenian who spent his career in the service of Antigonus Gonatas (Syll.³,454). This fact may explain some apparent shortages of
manpower in Athens; many of the men capable of soldiering had hired out elsewhere.

However great the influence of Lysimachus, Cassander was not yet out of the picture. One of his partisans, Lachares, eventually seized power in Athens under circumstances which are not at all clear. The evidence is a brief mention by Plutarch in his Life of Demetrius (33), a brief reference in Pausanias (1.25.7) and the narrative of a very fragmentary papyrus document (P.Oxy. XVIII.2082=\textit{FGrH}2577). Plutarch merely indicates that Demetrius besieged the city to remove Lachares, after which he acted upon an opportunity to install himself as king of Macedonia. The siege of Athens probably took place in 296/295 BC. The papyrus fragment is in a collection of Olympic victor lists, with which it ends, but not before offering a narrative passage which states that “the generals of the Athenians \textit{estasiasan} [revolted/rose up?]; Charias was the hoplite general and Lachares was in command of mercenaries” and “Charias assaulted the Acropolis…\textit{oude epoiese ton demon trephein}” (“but he failed to turn/persuade the demos”) and “he [subject unclear] drove off Charias…they killed by vote all who fled into the temple, Charias and Peithias and Lysandros son of Kalliphon and Ameinias. Apollodoros made the motion…he [subject unclear] besieged those in the Piraeus;” and the document then narrates the death of Cassander and the succession of his sons. The narrative next seems to describe the looting of Athens and melting down of the gold on the statue of Athena by Lachares, which is known from Pausanias, who considered Lachares the most wicked tyrant who ever lived.

At least some of these events seem to precede the death of Cassander in 298/7. The siege by Demetrius was a bitter one; we hear that Epicurus counted out beans to sustain his students since food was so short (D.L. 10.10; Plut. \textit{Dem.} 34). Demetrius could not have maintained such a close siege of the city if he did not control access through the Piraeus. The papyrus document makes reference to hostilities in the Piraeus, and it is probably here that one should place the exploit of Olympiodorus, who was later honored for “rescuing” the Piraeus, among other noteworthy deeds.\textsuperscript{10}

Lachares no doubt established a tyranny in the usual fashion, by first becoming popular and persuasive. His relationship with Cassander may have been clear from the beginning and seen as an advantage. If Cassander’s friend were in power in Athens, then Cassander might no longer try to regain control of the city and establish an oligarchy or tyranny as before, with Demetrius of
Phaleron. This might seem acceptable, provided that Cassander’s friend (Lachares) were not trying to set himself up as tyrant. When he did, fierce opposition arose. The words in the papyrus document imply something very much like civil war. Olympiodorus, who later was supportive of Demetrius, seized the Piraeus from the troops of Lachares, and shortly afterward Demetrius took the opportunity to intervene in the civil war in Athens, assisted by Olympiodorus, who invited him in to the Piraeus.\textsuperscript{11} Lachares, while still in control of the assembly, caused a decree to be passed sentencing to death anyone who proposed negotiations with Demetrius. But once he had abandoned hope and fled Athens, the Athenians welcomed Demetrius into the city, and “gave” him the Piraeus and Munychia (which he no doubt already possessed) in gratitude for rescuing them from Lachares. He took the liberty of adding a garrison on the Museum Hill in Athens itself. He also established officials “acceptable to the people”—clearly also acceptable to him (Plut. Dem. 34.4). Phaidros of Sphettos continued in office as general $\text{\textit{epi ten paraskeuein}}$; he had been elected to that office for 296/5 and the decree in his honor ($I$. G. II$^2$, 682) indicates that he had been elected $\text{\textit{twice}}$ in that year. This can only mean that his original election took place under relatively “normal” procedures, but while Lachares was in power. If he had been a fervent partisan of Lachares, it is doubtful that Demetrius would have accepted his continuance in office; in fact, after the successful siege by Demetrius, it is doubtful that the Athenians would have re-elected a man closely associated with one just expelled. The troubles involving Lachares may in fact have been precipitated by the fact that the faction-ridden Athenians had elected to office various officials who were adamantly opposed to each other. The “stasis” of the generals referred to in the papyrus document suggests the armed opposition of Phaidros and Olympiodorus to Lachares, who had also been elected that same year. Demetrius apparently arranged a special election after he entered Athens; Phaidros was again elected to the same office.

Lachares’ initial popularity prior to the outbreak of civil war could have lasted from a few months to a year or more. The ensuing civil war may have lasted for many months, perhaps nearly a year. The passage of some considerable time is suggested by Plutarch’s account (Dem. 33,34) which, although very summary in nature, places several time-consuming events between the initial decision of Demetrius to intervene and his actual siege of the city. He was in Asia when he
learned of the trouble involving Lachares. He made ready and sailed for Athens. His fleet encountered a severe storm (winter?) and he suffered heavy losses of ships and manpower. He began military activities in Attica, which were ineffective; he then sent word to Asia to dispatch another fleet, and while waiting for its arrival he campaigned in the Peloponnese to improve or shore up his positions there (no details are available). During one encounter, he was wounded by a javelin bolt to his jaw. After he recovered from this wound, he continued to campaign, successfully, against some Peloponnesian cities which had become disaffected. He marched to Eleusis and Rhamnous in Attica and gained control of those fortresses. A Ptolemaic fleet was seen off Aegina, near Athens, but at that point his fleet of 300 ships had arrived and the Ptolemaic fleet withdrew. It is at that point that he began the siege of Athens. This probably did not exceed a year in duration; in view of the chronic shortages of food in Athens, the city could be starved into submission within a relatively short period—providing, of course, that the blockade was complete and the Piraeus was not available to the Athenians, as is apparent in this instance.

It was during this general time that Demetrius received some unsettling news: Lysimachus had taken control of some of his Asian possessions; Ptolemy had taken most of Cyprus except for the city of Salamis, and his mother and children, then resident in Cyprus, had been captured (they were well-treated by Ptolemy and later released). There is no mention of his wife, or wives. It is interesting to note that his mother, Stratonike, still lived. The children mentioned cannot be the children of Phila: Antigonus Gonatas was already about twenty-five years old, and his sister Stratonike was already married to Seleucus. Demetrius had not yet consummated his marriage to Ptolemais, nor yet married Lanassa, and so these must be children of Deidameia, now dead, or less likely, Eurydice of Athens, whom he had married in 306—or other illegitimate children whose mother is unknown.

Antigonus was certainly present at the siege of Athens in 295 BC, which resulted in a firm control of the city by Demetrius. The eponymous archon of Athens was normally selected by lot, but the archon for 294/3, and again for 293/2, was Olympiodorus (I.G. II², 689, 349). Directly or indirectly, Demetrius was appointing the archons. He shortly thereafter succeeded in making himself king in Macedonia (by murdering Alexander, the surviving son of Cassander). At this time, Antigonus was serving in his father’s army (Plut. Dem.
he must have been about twenty-five, although Plutarch refers to him as a *meirakion*, a “youth.”

Perhaps a year later, he was placed in charge of Boeotia by Demetrius; during the campaign in Boeotia, Antigonus won at least one battle and conducted at least one siege, in full command, without the presence of Demetrius. Plutarch’s summary of these events (*Dem. 39*) is naturally lacking detail: Demetrius had initially established friendly relations with the Boeotians, but at the instigation of the Spartan exile Cleonymus the Thebans “revolted,” Demetrius brought up siege engines, Cleonymus withdrew and the Thebans surrendered. Demetrius exacted tribute, installed garrisons, and placed Hieronymus of Cardia in charge as an overseer of affairs. All of that didn’t seem to do much good. Demetrius traveled with his army (an army?) to Thrace to take advantage of the apparent absence of Lysimachus (who returned too quickly) and in his absence the Boeotians revolted again. He quickly turned back to Boeotia, to find that his son Antigonus had already defeated the Boeotians in battle. At this point Pyrrhus invaded Thessaly. Demetrius went north to engage him, leaving Antigonus in charge of the siege of Thebes. Pyrrhus retreated and Demetrius returned to Thebes. Although Antigonus may have been able (or expected) to rely on the guidance of the more experienced Hieronymus, it seems that in these actions he was acting on his own, and was expected to be capable of looking after the interests of Demetrius. Hieronymus, in any case, was not known for his military successes; his talents were more in the political arena. This reference in Plutarch (*Dem. 37–39*) is the earliest reference to any military activity on the part of Antigonus Gonatas. That he was still learning is perhaps reflected in an anecdote told by Plutarch (*Dem. 40*): Demetrius had undertaken a rigorous siege of the city of Thebes, in company with his son Antigonus, and Antigonus questioned the apparently unnecessary casualties. Demetrius was angered to have his tactics questioned, and retorted with something equivalent to “what do you care?” But he nevertheless altered his tactics somewhat and treated the city once taken with considerable leniency. The episode reveals that Demetrius was not quite ready to consider his son an equal, but he was ready and willing to listen to him; it also indicates that the Antigonid tradition of cooperation between father and son, established by the elder Antigonus with Demetrius, would continue. By c. 295, at the age of about twenty-five, Antigonus had come into his own. He was
the son and heir-apparent of the king of Macedonia; it would never be otherwise.

The initial popularity of Demetrius in Macedonia was probably due more to the reputation of his wife, the noble Phila, daughter of Antipater, than to his own flamboyant character, which made him popular with the troops. Hostile sources (there are no other kind) insist that he was not a competent governor. Antigonus could learn from this, too. Antigonus, by character or intent, was not an especially colorful character, and his chief public virtues were competence and efficiency.

It seems consistent with the evidence to suggest that when Demetrius was King of Macedonia from 295 to 287 BC, he spent much of his time in Macedonia and in his newly founded city of Demetrias in Thessaly, and relatively little in Athens, while Antigonus spent more time in Athens and less in Macedonia. Later sources are hostile to both kings, but for different reasons. The general picture of Demetrius is one of an incompetent king who lacked the patience to govern properly and was often impulsive in his dealings with others. The criticism of Antigonus Gonatas, on the other hand, has nothing to do with incompetence in Macedonia (indeed, what little reference there is to his relationship with the Macedonians is favorable); rather, he is violently criticized for his interference in the affairs of Greek states, and that interference was all too competent and effective. He seems to have understood the Greeks far better than his father, and had far more solid personal connections.

That Antigonus spent much of his time in Athens during this period is further suggested by the fact that his illegitimate son Halkyoneus, whose mother was the Athenian courtesan Demo, was born about 290 BC (Athenaeus 13.578a). Halkyoneus appears as an inexperienced youth fighting alongside his father at Argos in 272 (see below); Antigonus would have been in his late twenties.

During his years as king of Macedonia, Demetrius controlled the city of Athens in two ways: he maintained garrisons at Piraeus and on the Museum Hill in the center of Athens; and he also influenced the selection of magistrates, even though he did not alter the form of government or interfere directly in electoral processes (Plut. Dem. 34.4). It may very well be that Antigonus was more welcome in Athens than Demetrius, and the “influence” exerted on the body politic was that of Antigonus. Among the politicians whom Antigonus came to know was Phaidros of Sphettos, whose generalship in 296/5 was mentioned above. He was also elected to several other offices
during the next seven years. Phaidros was at the very least cooperative with Demetrius and Antigonus (I. G. II² 682). Antigonus was also no doubt acquainted with Olympiodorus, the veteran Athenian politician who was cooperative or at least neutral down to his last appearance in the sources in or about 280 BC. He also held public office in Athens in 294/3 and in 293/2, years in which the influence of Demetrius was high (Paus. 1.26.1; P Herc. 1418. col. 30; I. G. II², 649, 389). Antigonus was no doubt equally familiar with certain less cooperative politicians. Demochares, a nephew of the great orator Demosthenes, was in self-imposed exile at the court of King Lysimachus of Thrace because of his antipathy to Demetrius (Plut. Mor. 851). There was also Kallias of Sphettos, the brother of Phaidros, who spent his entire career in the military service of King Ptolemy of Egypt (The Kallias Decree, published by T. Shear, Hesperia, 1978).

Antigonus probably gained additional military, as well as political experience during the nearly seven years that Demetrius was king of Macedonia. Demetrius was an active king, usually outside of Macedonia (which is the reason for much criticism of him as king). There were campaigns against the Aetolians, who later would be on rather friendly terms with Antigonus, and against Pyrrhus. The Pythian Games of 290 were blocked by the Aetolians and Demetrius arranged for them to be held at Athens instead (Plut. Dem. 40).

It was probably in the spring of 287 that Demetrius was expelled as king of Macedonia, in circumstances which leave little doubt that the event was carefully planned and coordinated. Macedonia was invaded from the west by King Pyrrhus of Epirus and simultaneously from the east by King Lysimachus of Thrace. A Ptolemaic fleet entered Greek waters and, at about the same time or shortly thereafter, Athens rose in revolt. The impetus for this concerted action against him had been a significant buildup of military might on his part for an announced invasion of Asia, most of it under the control of his rival and now son-in-law Seleucus. Demetrius seemed to be aiming for nothing less than the restoration of Alexander’s empire under his leadership. He had warships under construction at Piraeus, Pella, Chalcis, and Corinth; he was collecting mercenaries at Demetrias and other places. Plutarch (Dem. 43) gives the totals at this time of 98,000 infantry, 12,000 cavalry, and 500 warships—probably including some “fifteens” and “sixteens”.

The event receives only brief and vague reference in several
inscriptions and other sources, and so the details must remain unclear. One can speculate that something like the following took place: at the first sign of trouble in Macedonia, Demetrius (who was elsewhere, probably in Demetrias) hastened to Macedonia, and left Antigonus, if he was in Athens at all at the time (he may have been in Corinth or elsewhere) “in charge of Greece” (Plut. Dem. 44.2); Antigonus was not present at the final departure of Demetrius from Macedonia. His troops had mutinied; lacking support, he escaped from Macedonia almost alone and began traveling throughout Greece to rebuild his forces. Antigonus was probably not in Athens at the particular time when something happened which resulted in armed activity.

Kallias, an Athenian citizen in mercenary service with Ptolemy, was active with a force of mercenaries in the countryside around Athens, and received some support from a Ptolemaic fleet under the command of Zenon operating nearby. The fleet and Kallias probably arrived in Athens in the early summer of 287 and began planning for a full-scale action against Demetrius. Phaidros, who had been elected hoplite general for 288/7, (I.G. II² 682) limited their effectiveness in some way. A line has been excised from the decree in his honor; what remains gives him credit for taking care of the food supply. Kallias and Zenon set up a base on the nearby island of Andros to await events. In July of 287, Phaidros was again elected hoplite general. When the news of the departure of Demetrius from Macedonia reached Zenon and Kallias, probably in the late autumn of 287, they returned to the city. There are five lines excised from the decree for Phaidros at this point. He was apparently deposed from office and a new election was held (the decree refers to Phaidros having been elected general “first;” that is, somebody else was the second person to hold the office in that year). The garrison on the Museum Hill held, and the troops of Demetrius from the Piraeus garrison not only maintained their position but were active against Kallias in the Attic countryside. Kallias achieved some success in bringing in the crops in the following spring. An honorary decree was voted for Zenon in the summer of 286 for this action. At about that time, summer 286 (archon Diocles 286/5), Demochares returned to Athens after receiving large amounts of money from Lysimachus, Ptolemy and even a certain Antipater, probably the surviving son of Cassander, previous king of Macedonia (Plut. Mor. 851 d-f). The money was needed for food and mercenaries to enable Athens to withstand the imminent siege by Demetrius. Between his return to
Athens and the closing of the city by Demetrius, Demochares made several embassies seeking help and may also have regained Eleusis for Athens, that is, the removal of Demetrius’ garrison there (but see below; this may have happened in late 285 or early 284).

Demetrius left Macedonia as a private citizen, abandoned by most of his troops, probably in late summer or early autumn of 287 BC; Antigonus was certainly not with him (he had been left in charge of affairs in Greece), but his wife Phila was. Both escaped to the city of Cassandreia, where Phila ended her life by poison, despondent at the turn of events. Things certainly looked hopeless. Demetrius began making plans to recoup some of his losses. His real goal, after all, had been the conquest of Asia.

The siege of Athens by Demetrius began in the autumn of 286, nearly a year after he left Macedonia; Athens had sought help from Pyrrhus, now joint king of Macedonia, but it was all over before he got there. The money procured by Demochares either was not enough or, for their own reasons, Ptolemy, Pyrrhus, and Lysimachus thought it desirable to negotiate an end to the siege. We do not know with what military strength Demetrius arrived before Athens, but it was enough to encourage negotiations. His travels around Greece for the preceding months must have been successful. Ptolemy sent his diplomatic advisor Sostratos to represent him, Artemidorus of Perinthus represented Lysimachus, Pyrrhus was present in person (as was Demetrius), and the philosopher Crates was chosen to represent the Athenians. There is no certain evidence for the involvement of Antigonus, although it is possible. The terms of the peace were essentially status quo. Demetrius accepted his expulsion from Macedonia, but retained his garrisons in Greece, including the Piraeus and the Museum Hill in Athens (Plut. Dem. 46.2).

Phaidros seems to have played no further part in the revolt, and there is no certain evidence that Olympiodorus played any part either, although many scholars prefer to see him as the leader of the revolt, and to assume that he also recovered the Museum Hill as a part of this event. It is likely that the leaders of the short-lived revolt were Kallias and Demochares, both of whom had close connections with kings who were actually planning concerted action against Demetrius on all fronts. The activity in Athens was clearly coordinated with the invasion of Macedonia by Lysimachus and Pyrrhus and the arrival of the Ptolemaic fleet; Demochares was at the court of Lysimachus, no doubt planning his return to Athens,
and Kallias was still in the employ of Ptolemy. The well-laid plans fell apart because of certain unknowns which could not be anticipated: the loyalty of certain Athenians to Demetrius (or at least the unwillingness to oppose him), for example, Phaidros, and probably Olympiodorus as well; the loyalty and competence of his garrisons in Piraeus and Museum Hill; and the resourcefulness of Demetrius himself. The expulsion of Demetrius from Macedonia was accomplished; it was probably too much to expect that he would be completely destroyed. He was weakened, and that was enough for the moment. There was no need for Athens to endure more.

The one certain result of the revolt was that the Athenians took greater control over their internal government; the democracy had continued to exist in form but Demetrius had exerted considerable influence on who held which offices. He would no longer be there to exert that influence, and perhaps there was agreement that Antigonus, who would remain in Greece, would not attempt to influence the Athenians (Plut. Dem. 46).

Demetrius sailed off to Asia for his final adventure, while Antigonus, now about thirty-three years old, remained “in charge” of whatever Antigonid possessions remained in Greece. This included Corinth, Demetrias, Chalcis, the Piraeus, the garrison in Athens, and quite a few smaller garrisoned cities, as well as a very uneasy truce with Pyrrhus. When in the summer of 285 Demetrius attacked the possessions of Lysimachus in Asia Minor, Lysimachus induced Pyrrhus to counter by making an invasion of Thessaly, thus threatening one of the strongpoints of Demetrius in Greece, the citadel of Demetrias. Antigonus was successful in turning back Pyrrhus (Plut. Pyrr. 12).

Antigonus certainly had his hands full. Demetrius had found much need for military activity in central Greece and the Peloponnese during his reign as king of Macedonia; the problems no doubt remained, exacerbated by the hostility of Pyrrhus and Lysimachus in Macedonia. Antigonus must have had little time to worry about Athens and Attica. A few months later, near the end of winter early in the year 284, Demetrius surrendered to Seleucus. News of the capture of Demetrius precipitated the expulsion of Pyrrhus from his half of Macedonia by Lysimachus, who no longer needed his cooperation. It may also have sparked activity in Athens. The decree honoring Demochares indicates that he recovered Eleusis for Athens not long after his return in the late summer of 286 (Plut. Mor. 851 d-f). The decree honoring Philippides lauds his financing of the
Eleusinia in the year of Isaios archonship, 284/3 (I.G. II², 657, lines 39–48). The early summer of 284, after news arrived of the capture of Demetrius, is a likely time for Demochares’ recovery of Eleusis, although it could have happened a year earlier, when Antigonus was occupied in Thessaly. The Philippides decree, passed in the year 283/2, contains references to longstanding hopes to someday regain the Piraeus, which clearly has not yet happened (lines 34–35). This same year, 283/2, is the date of a letter of Epicurus which refers to a desire to “destroy the hated Macedonians.” Obviously, Athens was restive.

On the news of the capture of Demetrius by Seleucus, Antigonus seems to have done everything humanly possible to secure his father’s release (Plut. Dem. 51) while continuing to act in his father’s name. Only at the death of Demetrius in the autumn of 283 did Antigonus begin to consider himself king, and he did, in fact, later date his kingship from 283 BC. But in 283, he was “king” of very little: he had loyal garrisons in several cities, controlled several ports in Greece, had important “friends” in some cities, and mostly, he had a strong claim to be king of Macedonia. But his was not the only claim, and in fact Lysimachus was currently exercising that power, alone, once he had driven out Pyrrhus. Antigonus Gonatas was only a potential king; the challenge now was to turn potential into reality.
The years from 286 to 283 had not been happy ones for Antigonus Gonatas. His father had been deposed as king of Macedonia, his mother had committed suicide, Athens had joined in the hostility against Demetrius, and then the final campaign of Demetrius had proved unsuccessful and fatal. Antigonus had a fleet of some consequence at his disposal; he used it in impressive ceremony to escort the ashes of his father back to Greece for burial in his namesake city of Demetrias (Plut. *Dem.* 53). The Ptolemaic fleet had gained in power and prominence in recent years, at the expense of Demetrius, and no doubt Ptolemy’s cooperation was required for the grand display of the Antigonid fleet. This should not be surprising. Over several generations, the relationship between Ptolemies, Seleucids, and Antigonids—and Pyrrhus, also—was one of very aggressive but honorable competition. There was little personal animosity (Lysimachus and Cassander were genuinely hostile to the Antigonids on a personal basis). No doubt there was a sense of the mutability of fortune. Ptolemy I Soter himself would die within a few months; he had already brought his son Philadelphus into full partnership with him, and was aware of the impermanence of worldly power.

Antigonus also had friends and loyal garrison commanders in Greece; some friends would prove to be more constant than others, and not all garrison commanders remained loyal. He must have had some doubts. The garrison at Corinth was by now under the command of his half-brother Craterus (son of Phila and the elder Craterus), whose loyalty was not in doubt. Heracleides commanded the garrison in the Piraeus, and he would prove trustworthy.

The decade between about 285 and 275 BC was clearly a chaotic period; it is more so for us because of the nature of the surviving evidence. We must attempt to piece together events described in
isolation in fragmentary sources. Even the relative chronology of events is uncertain; still more controversial are the absolute dates. Nevertheless, it is likely that this decade would seem chaotic even if we had full documentation because it was, in fact, chaotic.

The problem seems to have been too many players on the stage, and almost all of them powerful actors. In a sense, the ultimate cause of the chaos in this decade can be traced to the complex marriage alliances entered into by many of the hellenistic kings, and particularly to the machinations of one woman, Arsinoë II. The events may be briefly described somewhat as follows.

While Demetrius was still alive—although a prisoner of Seleucus—Pyrrhus caused some problems for Antigonus by an invasion of Thessaly and an attempt to dislodge the Antigonid garrisons from some Greek cities. We do not know the details but these efforts met with little success. The real enemy of Pyrrhus was Lysimachus, who successfully drove him out of his half of Macedonia (Plut. Pyrr. 12). Lysimachus was also the chief enemy of Antigonus. Not only was he currently ruling the Macedonia to which Antigonus laid claim, but it was Lysimachus, after all, who had offered to pay Seleucus handsomely to kill Demetrius rather than maintain him as a prisoner. Seleucus refused, but news of this attempt certainly did not endear Lysimachus to Antigonus (Plut. Dem. 51).

Lysimachus was not much loved by his family either. In 299, Lysimachus had married Arsinoë, daughter of Ptolemy I and Berenice, and at the same time arranged the marriage of his son (by a previous marriage to Nicaea) Agathocles, to Lysandra, the daughter of Ptolemy I and Eurydice. Arsinoë had three sons by Lysimachus, whose position she wished to ensure as against that of her stepson Agathocles and any children by him and her half-sister, Lysandra. When her eldest son, also named Ptolemy, was about seventeen (c. 282 BC), she arranged to plant enough suspicion in the mind of Lysimachus so that he executed his son Agathocles. This was an unpopular move in Macedonia, especially with Agathocles' wife Lysandra, who fled for safety and support to Seleucus.

Seleucus attempted to take advantage of this situation and the result was the Battle of Corupedium in early 281, where Lysimachus was defeated in battle and killed. Arsinoë fled to Cassandreia for safety. Shortly thereafter, Seleucus crossed from Asia Minor to Thrace in an attempt to make himself king of Macedonia but was murdered by Ptolemy Ceraunus, a full brother of Lysandra and half-brother to Arsinoë. Ceraunus then proclaimed himself king of Macedonia.
Antigonus, who possessed a significant fleet (because at least a part of Demetrius' fleet had returned to him after the surrender of Demetrius), attempted to invade Macedonia but was repulsed by Ceraunus.20

It is in this state of affairs that Pyrrhus decided it would be more useful to respond to the call for help from Tarentum and spend some time conquering Italy and Sicily. He asked for assistance from Ptolemy Ceraunus and from Antigonus Gonatas. He probably received some troops from Ceraunus, although Antigonus apparently did not assist him, in spite of veiled threats from Pyrrhus of the consequences of his refusal (Justin 25.3).

When seen from the vantage point of the Greek cities, which were still nominally independent even though their actions had been somewhat circumscribed by various kings, these years were a perfect opportunity to rearrange things to their liking if possible. It was now that the Achaean League was founded, and this is also approximately when changes of government and the establishment or disestablishment of tyrannies took place in some small cities, and it is probably to this period that one should assign the defection of the mercenary Strombichus and the Athenian capture of the garrison on the Museum Hill in the city of Athens.

An Athenian decree (I. G. II2 666, 667) honors Strombichos, who was second in command of the Antigonid garrison on the Museum Hill, because he had decided to betray his commander and assist the Athenians in removing the Macedonian garrison (the event took place at some unspecified earlier time; the decree was passed in 266/5). Pausanias (1.26.3) records a statue of Olympiodorus and summarizes the deeds for which he was honored; the greatest of these was his capture of the Museum garrison, at a time when the Athenians, pondering their former status and the changes of fortune which had befallen them, elected him general. He stormed the fort with old men and boys, and captured the place with very few casualties.

The two events are obviously related. The assistance of the mercenary Strombichos is what made possible the storming of the Museum by Olympiodorus with a small band of old men and boys. The likely time is late in the year 283 or early 282; news of the death of Demetrius had arrived, and this followed full knowledge of the difficulties facing his son Antigonus from Pyrrhus and Lysimachus, the fact that Eleusis had recently been recovered, and that there had been continuous agitation from Lysimachus through
the Athenian comic poet Philippides to recover the Piraeus (I.G. II² 657, line 35, dated by the archon Euthios to 283/2), and no doubt the Museum as well. Only three years earlier, Athens had acted against Demetrius in connection with his expulsion from Macedonia. That “revolution” was not a complete success (he still garrisoned the Museum and Piraeus), but was not a complete failure either. The lifting of the siege by Demetrius was negotiated almost immediately before any harm was done to Athens, and they had succeeded in removing some Macedonian troops from their midst (the Kallias decree refers to driving the enemy troops out of the city, immediately before mentioning that the Museum was still garrisoned and there was trouble from the Macedonian troops in the Piraeus). More importantly, they had succeeded in regaining almost full control of their internal government: archons were again selected by lot and not appointed by Demetrius (or Antigonus). This string of relative successes and the opportunity provided by the distraction of Antigonus emboldened the Athenians to try to regain the Museum Hill (successfully) and the Piraeus (unsuccessfully).

The reason Olympiodorus could muster only old men and boys was due in part to the fact that many able-bodied men were on mercenary service elsewhere, but mostly to the fact that the best available soldiers were to be used in another, nearly simultaneous operation: the attempt to recover the Piraeus. Polyaenus (5.17.1) records the incident: As with Strombichos at the Museum garrison, the Athenians attempted to subvert an important mercenary, this time Hierocles, a Karian, who was apparently second in command at the Piraeus garrison. He pretended to join their plot, but secretly betrayed them to his commander, Heracleides. When the planned assault took place, the gates were opened by Hierocles to an ambush, and 420 Athenians died in this unsuccessful attempt to regain the Piraeus.21

Kallias, the Athenian in mercenary service with Ptolemy, may have been in the city at the time; he was certainly there shortly afterward, no doubt anticipating a reprisal from Antigonus. His decree (Agora I. 7295) records a crisis in the city shortly after the accession of Ptolemy II, early in 282 BC. He used his good relationship with Ptolemy to acquire gifts of money and grain for the city. Perhaps this was a precaution against any impending action by Antigonus in reprisal for the loss of the Museum garrison and the attempt on the Piraeus, but it is just as likely a routine request and grant of the kinds of favor Athens always sought and needed.
There is no record of any subsequent action by Antigonus against Athens. He was, no doubt, fully occupied elsewhere. Apparently other Greek cities, like Athens, took advantage of his seeming weakness and tested his mettle. We have a vague reference in Justin22 to a war between Antigonus and “the Greek cities” (which ones?) at this time, and another reference to a war between Antigonus and Antiochus of the Seleucid Empire. We know of no significant encounter between Antigonus and Antiochus and, in fact, a peace treaty was eventually signed by these two, which would keep the two dynasties on friendly terms for the next several generations (Justin 25.1).

The “war” of Antigonus with the Greeks seems to have had no major consequences. This is at least partly due to the garrisons that Antigonus controlled at the outset of these troubles. His strongpoint at Demetrias in Thessaly was apparently never seriously threatened, and he maintained garrisons at Chalcis on Euboea as well as in the Attic forts of Rhamnous and Sunium. Of particular value was the strong garrison at Corinth on the isthmus, commanded by his loyal half-brother, Craterus. He maintained control of the Piraeus; the garrison commander was Heracleides, who had been appointed by Demetrius shortly after he left for his Asian expedition late in 286. Heracleides was in command during the unsuccessful Athenian attempt to capture the Piraeus and he was still commanding the garrison at some point between 280 and 277, when he was involved in ransom negotiations for a prisoner under his control, a man named Mithres, who was a former financial official for Lysimachus. The incident almost surely takes place shortly after the death of Lysimachus, who seems not to be involved in the negotiations and would have been if alive. The Athenian Olympiodorus was also involved in these negotiations (PHerc. 1418, col. 32), although his precise role is not clear. One might suppose he was acting as an intermediary, something of an “honest broker” between the official negotiators.

Olympiodorus had been supportive of Demetrius earlier, but his successful assault on the Museum Hill was clearly in opposition to Antigonus. A few years later, we again find him in a generally cooperative role during the ransom negotiations for Mithres. One can only surmise that he was first and foremost a patriot, and a practical politician as well. If it were necessary to accept the influence of one of the kings, then Demetrius and later Antigonus were preferable to others, and especially preferable to Cassander and
Lysimachus. But if Antigonus seemed weak, as he must have after the death of Demetrius, and if his future did not look promising, it might be prudent to avoid any support for him, especially if at the same time it also seemed possible to gain real, and not merely nominal, freedom for Athens. The public pressure was certainly there, and it might be better to work with it and perhaps exert some influence on it than to oppose it. The fact that Lysimachus was behind much of the public agitation was no doubt worrisome to him. We simply do not know the details of Athenian politics at this time.

These events can also be viewed through the eyes of the seminomadic Gauls to the north of Macedonia. There had been frequent dealings between Macedonians and Gauls over the years, and it had been the function of the Macedonian kings to keep the Gauls out of Macedonia and hence out of Greece. This they did through constant border skirmishes and minor warfare as well as occasionally marrying the daughter of a chief or other diplomatic activity. From the time of Philip II, if not earlier, the less organized Gauls had to deal with a strong Macedonian king. But now there seemed to be some doubt as to who held power in Macedonia. It was a perfect opportunity and it was not lost.

Probably in the summer of 280, three distinct groups of Gauls invaded Macedonia and they would plunder the country regularly for the next several years. Ptolemy Ceraunus was killed in battle, at least partly because he lacked resources after giving some to Pyrrhus for his expedition into Italy. For the next three years there was a succession of kings or power centers in Macedonia, most of whom did not last very long. One, Antipater Etesias, was so-called because he managed to be king for only forty-five days, the period of the etesian winds. Another, Sosthenes, did manage to maintain some control for nearly two years, but refused to take the title of king. There was a Ptolemy, probably the eldest son of Arsinoë and Lysimachus, but he was not maintained in power long either (Justin 24.4–8).

Arsinoë had escaped to Cassandreia after the death of Lysimachus in 281 and she ruled the city for several years. She was persuaded by her half-brother Ptolemy Ceraunus to marry him on the condition that her children would be spared, which she did, and they were not. The eldest, Ptolemy, escaped, but the two younger ones were murdered. With that, Arsinoë left Cassandreia and joined her full brother, Ptolemy Philadelphus, in Alexandria, and she eventually married him. Philadelphus had become king in his own name in
283 on the death of Ptolemy I Soter. Shortly thereafter, Cassandreia came under the control of a tyrant named Apollodorus, probably with the help of a Spartan exile named Cleonymus. Meanwhile, Antigonus was not idle. No doubt the troubled conditions in Greece demanded much of his attention, but he eventually found the opportunity to engage a large force of Gauls near Lysimacheia, probably in the summer of 277. Although the details are confused, he managed to lure them into a trap with the promise of plunder. He displayed all manner of royal munificence to them, including an impressive fleet of warships and a large contingent of elephants, implying that they might possess some or all of this. With more attention to profit than caution, the Gauls fell into an ambush. A large force of Gauls was virtually annihilated and Antigonus was seen as something of a hero throughout Greece. The philosopher Menedemos of Eretria made the motion for the decree to honor Antigonus as savior of the Greeks (D.L. 2.136).

Although Antigonus was the sole victor in this battle, Athenian ships also saw service against the Gauls. This was a common Greek undertaking and clearly Antigonus and Athens (and no doubt others) were working for the same goal. Athens, of course, still had a navy, and it could be based nowhere but at the Piraeus, which was under the control of Antigonus. It is probably to this time that a decree (I.G. II², 677) in honor of Heracleitus should be dated. The stone is broken at the top, so no archon name survives. Heracleitus is honored for his actions “against the barbarians on behalf of Greek safety” (line 6) and for his “friendship and benefaction toward King Antigonus and the boule and demos of Athens.” Heracleitus, son of Asclepiades, was an Athenian citizen of the deme Athmonon, who maintained a long association with Antigonus and ultimately was appointed garrison commander at the Piraeus.

Antigonus was now in a position to make gains in Macedonia. He brought the city of Cassandreia under siege, and took it by yet another trick, this time with the help of an archpirate named Ameinias. Ameinias was to pretend to betray Antigonus, enter the city and once in, open the gates to Antigonus (the same ruse, hardly original, had been used on Antigonus by the Athenians twice—once successfully). It is worth noting that the activity of Antigonus in Macedonia at this time was conducted largely with mercenaries, including Gallic mercenaries against other Gauls, and with people called “pirates.” His more seasoned mercenaries and veteran troops were no doubt on duty in the Greek garrisons.
Antigonus had never recognized the expulsion of Demetrius from Macedonia, and had called himself “King of Macedonia” since the death of Demetrius in 283. Now, in 276, he seemed secure in the actual control of Macedonia. Lysimachus was dead and his kingdom dismembered. The Gauls had been beaten back. An understanding had been reached with the house of Seleucus and there would be no challenge from that quarter. That understanding may have included the arrangements for the marriage of Antigonus to his niece, Phila, daughter of his sister Stratonike and Seleucus. The wedding probably took place in 276 or 275, to judge by the age at later times of their son Demetrius II. It was about time: Antigonus was already well over forty years of age (his bride was probably about eighteen).27 It might be a good time to reflect on the proper means of governing Macedonia. There was, however, no time for that. There was at least one more threat: Pyrrhus was about to return from Italy.
Pyrrhus returned from Italy in 274 BC with a grudge to settle against Antigonus, who had refused to send help to Pyrrhus while he was in Italy and Sicily, and whose pleasure at the removal of Pyrrhus from Macedonia was probably not well concealed. Pyrrhus was also in the mood for success; after all, his adventure in Italy had ultimately been unsuccessful. He still controlled Epirus; that was not in doubt. He could not raise very many forces from that source alone, however, and added a large contingent of Gallic mercenaries to his invasion force of Macedonia.

This was to be a mere plundering expedition, according to Plutarch (Pyrr. 26.3–4), but events turned out otherwise and Pyrrhus could always take advantage of opportunities. Antigonus was defeated in battle at least once, and perhaps more than once. He tacitly conceded control of western and central Macedonia to Pyrrhus and occupied only the coastal area. Pyrrhus would soon abandon his gains in Macedonia for new adventures in the Peloponnese, but his success in Macedonia is an indication of his personal popularity and reputation as well as the fact that Antigonus had not been able to solidify his control of Macedonia. There were many defections from his troops, largely Gallic mercenaries, and perhaps much of the population of Macedonia was of uncertain loyalty.

To be a Macedonian citizen, residing in Macedonia in the early third century BC, must have been a very difficult thing indeed. The older men remembered the time when Cassander was king and, although he may not have been the best or the most popular king in Macedonian history, at least one knew who the king was and expected him to remain in that position with no serious challenges. Even the reign of Demetrius must have looked like a time of stability compared to what followed. Demetrius was guilty only of neglect of citizens; at least Macedonia did not suffer invasions under his
rule. The subsequent division of the kingdom between Lysimachus and Pyrrhus would take some time to get used to, but there was no time. Pyrrhus was soon expelled, and there was no time for Lysimachus to seem a normal and natural part of the landscape before he, too, was no longer in the picture. And then came a succession of kings, invasion by Gauls, and general anarchy. The Macedonians now had another king, Antigonus the son of Demetrius, but how long would he last? It had been ten years since anyone could feel certain about anything.

So, when Pyrrhus invaded Macedonia, he had friends from his previous occupation of the country, and a very good track record. He was at least as well known in Macedonia as Antigonus, and in spite of all his other adventures he had managed consistently to be king of Epirus for several decades, a record Antigonus Gonatas did not have.

Even in relatively absolutist monarchies, popular sentiment still plays an important role. Pyrrhus made a serious mistake in allowing his Gallic mercenaries to plunder the royal tombs at Aegae and go unpunished.28 It is true that Antigonus never conceded anything: he was still king of Macedonia and Pyrrhus was a temporary interloper. It is probably also true that Antigonus did his best to stir up resentment against Pyrrhus. He, too, had many friends and connections in Macedonia. In any case, after the destruction and looting of royal tombs, Pyrrhus became very unpopular and his control of part of Macedonia was tenuous at best. At that point, he received a request from Cleonymus, an exiled Spartan king, to lead an army against Sparta in the interest of Cleonymus. A new adventure was very appealing under the circumstances, and it was probably much more than an adventure. It is clear enough that Antigonus had considerable strength in the Peloponnese. Indeed, the announced reason for the expedition of Pyrrhus to the Peloponnese, to “set free the cities which were subject to Antigonus” must have had some basis in fact even if exaggerated (Plut. Pyrr. 26.10).

Pyrrhus led a large invasion force of 25,000 infantry and 2,000 cavalry against Sparta, which was weakly defended.29 King Areus was in Crete with a large part of the Spartan military force, and Pyrrhus was no doubt aware of that. Antigonus was aware of it too, and took steps to save the situation. With the help of the women, Sparta held out against Pyrrhus for one night, and on the following day a relieving force arrived from Corinth commanded
by Antigonus' old friend, the archpirate Ameinias. On the following
day, King Areus returned from Crete and Pyrrhus was forced to
withdraw. His retreat was subject to strong harassment by King
Areus, during which Pyrrhus' son, Ptolemy, was killed. This Ptolemy
had been left in charge of Epirus while Pyrrhus was in Italy, even
though he was only about fifteen years old, and was the
heir apparent of Pyrrhus.

Pyrrhus then withdrew to Argos, where he had been summoned
to aid one of two warring factions in the city. The other faction
had invited Antigonus to come to the city. He arrived before
Pyrrhus and seized the high ground. The resulting battle at Argos
was characterized by all the bad things common to warfare:
miscommunication, plans not well made going awry, darkness,
confusion, and treachery. Pyrrhus had managed to lead part of
his forces into the city at night, but not well. A night of confusion
and panic was followed by hand to hand fighting in the narrow
city streets at daybreak. While Pyrrhus was trying, unsuccessfully,
to withdraw from the city, he was killed by a blow to the head
from a roof tile thrown by an old woman who thought her soldier
son was in danger from Pyrrhus. The blow may not have been
fatal, but the severing of his head by one of Antigonus' soldiers
was. Halkyoneus, the illegitimate son of Antigonus, presented
the head to his father, who was not at all happy to receive it.
Antigonus struck his son and called him a barbarian; he was
reportedly moved to tears, and reflected on the mutability of
fortune. The remains of Pyrrhus were given to his son Helenus
for burial and Halkyoneus was later praised by Antigonus for his
humane treatment of Helenus and other supporters of Pyrrhus.
Pyrrhus received a royal burial, and his surviving son Helenus
was sent back to Epirus, where he reigned without interference
from Antigonus.

Antigonus had considered Pyrrhus a worthy adversary, a man
of his own rank and status whose military ability earned him
grudging respect. He likened Pyrrhus to a good dice player who
makes many good throws but doesn't know what to do with
them (Plut. Pyrr. 26.2). On another occasion, when asked who
in his opinion was the greatest general, he said “Pyrrhus, if he
lives to be old” (Pyrr. 8.2). Pyrrhus was not yet fifty years old
when he died.

With the death of Pyrrhus in 272 Antigonus was secure as King
of Macedonia. But he was potentially much more than that. Indeed,
he had already built a considerable power base in Greece, which had sustained him and made him a force to be reckoned with even when he had no power in Macedonia. Macedonian kings had existed prior to Philip II, but they did not matter very much. Some kind of domination or control of Greece was necessary.
Even if he had wanted to, Antigonus could not turn back the clock and rule a small Macedonian kingdom that was self-sufficient and somewhat isolated from the rest of the world. Indeed, even in those apparently simpler days, Macedonia was always subject to the interference of outside powers—Persia or Athens or other Greek adventurers—not to mention incursions of barbarians from the north. With most of the civilized world ruled by large empires founded by Macedonians and deeply imbued with Greek culture, Macedonia and Greece must either be on an equal footing with the other empires or absorbed by one of them.

Antigonus inherited a system of garrisons and personal connections in Greece from Demetrius. His bitter experience in the decade of chaos after the death of Demetrius taught him to refine and modify that system. The end result was a rather coherent system of maintaining a Greek hegemony with minimum use of resources. The Antigonid presence in Greece was constant and pervasive; no one living in Greece had to travel very far to find someone who reported to Antigonus. A glance at the map reveals that Antigonus had at least the potential to control entry and exit into the Greek mainland. For all, or most, of his long forty-year reign, garrisons were in place at Corinth, Troezen, Epidaurus, Megara, Salamis, Eleusis, Piraeus, Sunium, Rhamnous, Chalcis, and Eretria. These connected very well with his major capital at Demetrias in Thessaly, a large fortified city totally under his control which could easily house 20,000 to 25,000 troops. In addition, Antigonus maintained important political connections with local politicians in all of these cities as well as with Athens, Argos, Megalopolis, Elis, the Aetolian League, and to some degree the Achaean League as well.

Corinth was garrisoned in 303 BC by Demetrius Poliorcetes, at
which time he also attempted to revive the Hellenic League established by Philip II in 338 (D.S. 20.103). The league functioned only briefly under Demetrius, and there is no indication that Antigonus ever sought to revive it. In fact, it probably suited his purposes better that the league not exist. For a long time, the garrison at Corinth was commanded by Craterus, the half-brother of Antigonus. Because of his personal connection with Demetrius and Antigonus, his role was much greater than that of a mere commander of troops. It was his responsibility to act as liaison between Antigonus and the political groups and individuals within the city of Corinth. Not much is known about the government of Corinth, but here as elsewhere the practice of Antigonus seems to have been to allow the maximum degree of internal autonomy, with forms of government unchanged from tradition, so long as the individuals exercising political power were friendly—or at least not hostile—to Antigonus. Also based at Corinth for many years was the archpirate Ameinias, who is known to have led a force to Sparta in 272 from Corinth (Plut. Pyrr. 29.6). Since the date of death of Craterus is unknown, it is even possible that Ameinias was in a significant position of command at Corinth after the death of Craterus. Craterus is last mentioned in the sources when he led an unsuccessful rescue force to Elis c. 271 to support a tyrant who was a friend of Antigonus. Craterus’ son Alexander also held the position as commander at Corinth c. 252 BC, when he revolted from Antigonus and declared himself an independent king. Alexander was joined in his rebellion by the garrisons at Chalcis and Eretria, which has led some scholars to suggest that Alexander was in fact in charge of all three garrisons. It is much more likely that he simply had partners in crime, that here was a conspiracy of three garrison commanders to rebel from Antigonus. Alexander was simply the most powerful of the three. It is worth noting that none of the garrison commanders seemed to have any specific title or clearly defined duties. Their influence and their duties depended entirely upon their relationship with Antigonus and other personal connections. Craterus, for example, was the half-brother of the king and the relationship between the two was personally very close. This was known to all (Plut. Mor. 219b); Craterus was almost a joint king with Antigonus and his authority went far beyond commanding troops at Corinth. He seems to have had full authority to arrange ransom of prisoners (PHerc. 1418, discussed earlier in Chapter 2), and busied himself with making a collection of Athenian decrees. His son Alexander, on the other
hand, no doubt had his position because he was a blood relative of the king, but the personal affection was lacking. Ameinias, the former pirate who held some significant position at Corinth, almost made up for his lack of status by his close personal relationship with Antigonus. Alexander, son of Craterus, died about five years later and Antigonus recovered control of Corinth by promising the widow, Nicaea, a marriage to his son Demetrius. She consented and handed over the garrison, but the marriage did not take place. No more is heard of her. For the next few years, there seem to be three simultaneous commanders at Corinth. This is misleading. The philosopher Persaios, a man named Archelaus, and another named Theophrastus are all referred to in terms that suggest they are in charge of something. What is most likely is that Persaios was the major commander, the one with most influence with Antigonus and the best political connections within the city. Archelaus and Theophrastus were generally subordinate to him and had functions that were more military than civil.

Antigonus lost Corinth to Aratus of Sicyon in 243 BC and it was not recovered during his lifetime. The garrison was taken by force and the city joined the Achaean League, headed by Aratus, who had procured some inside help from disaffected mercenaries within the garrison. It is not surprising that most of the troops in the garrison were mercenaries of diverse origin, and the turnover of personnel was probably great. Aratus had befriended four brothers who are called “Syrian;” with generous gifts of cash he procured the necessary information from them. One can wonder about the source of the money: Aratus had made several trips to Ptolemy in Egypt and Ptolemy had long been a good source of funds for anyone opposed to Antigonus. Aratus hired 400 mercenaries and with a sudden night attack overwhelmed the garrison, which resisted strenuously with great loss of life (Plut. Arat. 24). Even Polybius, a source generally hostile to Antigonus, did not approve of a sneak attack in peacetime and considered the event shameful (Polyb. 2.50.9). The news was no doubt very disconcerting to Antigonus, if for no other reason than that he had lost something which he had held for so long. As a practical matter, however, it seems not to have affected his position in Greece because of the strength of the rest of the system.

The city of Troezen not far from Corinth would have been a likely place for the installation of an Antigonid garrison. There is in fact evidence for a garrison at some few points in time. In or about 275 BC, a garrison of Antigonus commanded by a man named Eudamidas was attacked and expelled by the Spartan exile
Cleonymus (Polyaen. 2.29.1). There is an inscription which suggests a garrison at some other date, which is probably at a later period of time. One cannot be certain if the garrison expelled by Cleonymus was reinstalled, but when one looks at the entire plan and situation of Antigonus in Greece, it would have been a high priority. Indeed, during the Chremonidean War, Troezen is not among the list of those allied with Athens. Troezen and Athens had for long been allies and friends and one must wonder why Troezen did not join her traditional ally in the struggle against Antigonus; it may be because it was impossible due to the presence of an Antigonid garrison. In 243 BC, shortly after the capture of Corinth by Aratus, Troezen was one of three cities which were brought into the Achaean League by Aratus of Sicyon (Plut. Aral. 24.3; Paus. 2.8.5; Polyb. 2.43.4).

Epidaurus is another of those cities brought into the Achaean League at that time. There is no other firm evidence for a garrison at Epidaurus; however, the location is appropriate if Antigonus had planned to control entry into the nearby Saronic Gulf. During the Chremonidean War, the Ptolemaic fleet under Patroclus was not able to accomplish anything in the western end of the gulf, and was forced to utilize a base camp near Sunium in Attica. Antigonus may have maintained garrisons not only at Troezen and Epidaurus, but also on the island of Hydra which guards the entrance to the gulf. The only possible evidence for this is an anecdote in Plutarch’s life of Aratus (Plut. Aral. 12) indicating that Aratus was blown off course on the way to Egypt and landed at an island called “Adria” which had an Antigonid garrison. The text is apparently corrupt, and Hydra is one of the possibilities. It is the possibility which makes the best strategic sense.

Megara is the other of the three cities that joined the Achaean League in 243, and it seems to have held an Antigonid garrison for most of the earlier time. It was held by Demetrius (Syll. 331 and Plut. Dem. 39), and contained an Antigonid garrison, mostly Gauls, during the Chremonidean War (Polyaen. 4.6.3; Trogus, Prol. 26) and at some uncertain date around the middle of the third century Megara contained a garrison commanded by a man named Lycinus, an exile from one of the Greek cities of south Italy (Stobaeus, Peri Xenes 40.8).

One of the two strongest garrisons ringing the Saronic Gulf (the other was Corinth) was the Antigonid garrison at the Piraeus. A strong garrison was established by Demetrius in 295 after the expulsion of the tyrant Lachares, and Antigonid control of the Piraeus
was probably continuous from that point until its loss to Athens in 229 BC during the reign of Antigonus Doson. There is evidence for the existence of the garrison datable to 286, 277, 265, 252, and 239. We may have an almost complete list of garrison commanders (the commander(s) for the first ten years, prior to Heracleides in 286, are not known): Heracleides, Hierocles, Heracleitus, and Diogenes.36

The interaction between at least some members of the garrison and local citizens was sometimes rather close, and was probably expected to be. The first two garrison commanders were mercenaries and foreigners. Heracleides seems to have been not well liked, and not much is known about him. Hierocles, who commanded the garrison sometime before 265, was a close personal friend of the philosopher Menedemos and was stationed at the garrison for many years as a subordinate to Heracleides before becoming commander in his own name. It was in that earlier time that the Athenians thought they knew him well enough to bribe him to betray the garrison to a group of Athenians. He pretended to go along with it, but informed his superior of the plot and an ambush was set. The third commander of the Piraeus garrison was an Athenian citizen by the name of Heracleitus; he is known to have been in command c. 252 BC, at the time of the revolt of Alexander, son of Craterus, at Corinth. The association of the Athenian Heracleitus with Antigonus went back many years; he was honored by the Athenians for his involvement in the battle of Lysimacheia, at which Antigonus defeated a large group of Gauls. (I.G. II2, 677).

The Piraeus garrison was commanded by one Diogenes in 239 BC (Plut. Arat. 34.1) but it is not certain how long he had been in that position, or whether he had been appointed by Antigonus or his son and successor Demetrius II. He commanded the garrison for 10 years, until in 229 he was induced to turn the garrison over to the Athenians, for which he was rewarded with Athenian citizenship.

For the other forts in Attica (Eleusis, Salamis, Sunium, Rhamnous, among others) we have no certain evidence of continuous Antigonid garrisons. To the extent that the forts were under Athenian control, the local commander may nevertheless have had to work closely with the commander of the Piraeus; their local autonomy was ambiguous at best. Some of the outlying forts, if under control of an Antigonid garrison, may have reported to the commander of the Piraeus. We do have evidence for garrison commanders at these forts; there are some honorary decrees reporting that an individual was “appointed by the king.” But that designation seems to apply to
those years just after the Chremonidean War when Antigonus appointed most Athenian officials. Some of the garrison commanders are both appointed by the king and elected by the people, as though the one process is a ratification of the other. Strategic considerations rather than solid evidence compel one to suppose that most of the garrisons were held by Antigonus, or controlled by him in some way, throughout most of his reign. Events took the turn they did during the Chremonidean War because the garrisons were controlled by Antigonus at that time; his control and influence in Attica was even greater in the period after the Chremonidean War.

The Antigonid garrisons at Chalcis and Eretria are largely assumed. Demetrius had ships prepared for his invasion of Asia in 287 in the harbor at Chalcis (Plut. Dem. 43). One assumes that if he were building warships and maintaining them in the harbor that he exerted some influence or control in the city. There was probably a garrison in Chalcis, and there is no known time before 252 when it would have been lost. If it was, it was not for long, because by the time of the Chremonidean War the region was quite secure. A garrison at Chalcis would explain that security. Chalcis rebelled against Antigonus along with Alexander the son of Craterus in 252. It was presumably recovered along with Corinth in 247, because it contained a Macedonian garrison later, until the time when the Roman Flamininus ordered the evacuation of the garrisons in 196 BC.

Similar assumptions must be made about Eretria. It was strategically less essential, but there is some evidence for a garrison at an early date. The philosopher Menedemos, a citizen of Eretria, was a close friend of Antigonus. The brief biography of Menedemos by Diogenes Laertius relates the exile of Menedemos because of his close friendship with Antigonus, and that Menedemos was unhappy at the capture of Eretria, and his request to Antigonus to grant the city freedom. All of this must take place sometime prior to the death of Menedemos c. 265 BC (Diogenes Laertius 2.127 and 2.142). Although these references are confusing, it is clear that Antigonus exerted some sort of influence and very likely had a garrison in the city of Eretria prior to 265. There was no opportunity to lose the garrison until c. 252, when that garrison may have rebelled along with Alexander the son of Craterus at Corinth. If it was lost then, it was later recovered; there is an Antigonid garrison recorded in an inscription dated to 236 BC (SEG XXV. 155) honoring the commander Dicaearchus.

These garrisons were strategically placed. The garrison at Corinth
isolated all states in the Peloponnnesus from the remainder of Greece. The garrisons at Megara and at Chalcis isolated Attica from central Greece. It was thus difficult for Greek states to combine militarily against Antigonus. There was little direct control of states in the Peloponnnesus, but this was not necessary in as much as any action originating in the Peloponnnesus could be blocked at Corinth. The garrisons also served to control major naval landing places in southern Greece. The occupation of Corinth made possible some control of naval activity in both the Corinthian and the Saronic Gulfs. The garrison at the Piraeeus occupied another important commercial harbor and added to the control of the Saronic Gulf. The garrisons at Sunium and Troezen could watch the entrance to the Saronic Gulf. Sunium, Rhamnous and Chalcis guarded the approach and passage of the Eurippus channel between Euboea and the Greek mainland.

The strongest garrison of all, of course, was Demetrias in Thessaly, the fortress city founded by Demetrius Poliorcetes in 294 (Plut. Dem. 53.4; Strabo 9.5.15). This large and well-fortified city provided secure communication between southern Greece and Macedonia proper. It was the door to Macedonia, while the other garrisons in Greece were the outer fences.

Garrisons alone might not be enough to secure the interests of Antigonus in Greece, and in some cases, they were not even necessary. The connections of Antigonus with philosophical schools in Athens and with other Athenians have already been noted. Even the Chremonidean War (see chapter 6) was only a brief hiatus in the otherwise friendly relations of Antigonus with Athens. After the successful conclusion of the war, he found it prudent to install a garrison on the Museum Hill and to take over the operation of the city government to the extent of naming the major officials (Apollodoros FGrH 244 F44; Paus. 3.6.6). But that only lasted for about five years. He removed the garrison from the Museum Hill c. 255 BC because it was no longer necessary. Athens would conduct itself in ways corresponding to his interests without the presence of an expensive garrison. This is perhaps best demonstrated by the fact that when Alexander, son of Craterus, rebelled with his garrison at Corinth and took Chalcis and Eretria with him, Athens was invited to join and refused to do so. Indeed, Alexander apparently attempted to apply force to bring Athens to his side, and with the aid of Aristomachus of Argos, another friend of Antigonus, Athens resisted any attempt to join Alexander in his rebellion against Antigonus (I.G. II2, 774, a decree honoring
Aristomachus). Athens also refused to join Aratus of Sicyon in his opposition to Antigonus in the years after 243 BC (Plut. Arat. 24). There are several inscriptions indicating that Athens rather regularly would make public sacrifices for the welfare of the King of Macedonia and his queen. Athens remained loyal to Antigonus, and so preserved its internal autonomy.  

Argos maintained close and friendly relations with Antigonus throughout his long reign and for some time afterwards. At some time well before 272 BC, Aristippus had made himself tyrant in Argos. He was challenged in 272 by Aristeas who sought the aid of Pyrrhus. This event brought Pyrrhus to the Peloponnesus and brought Antigonus directly to Argos to aid his friend Aristippus, resulting in the death of Pyrrhus (Plut. Pyrr. 30). We hear no more of Aristippus, but he was succeeded by his son Aristomachus who was in power in Argos by 255 BC (I.G. II², 774). He was killed by his slaves in 242, but immediately followed as tyrant by his son Aristippus, who was in turn killed in battle but succeeded by another relative, probably a brother, named Aristomachus. He maintained the family tyranny until after 229 BC (Plut. Arat. 25–29). This was a useful connection for Antigonus. Except for the rescue mission in 272, it required no deployment of troops, yet resulted in control of the Argolid and a reliable check to any other hostile activity in the Peloponnesus. Argos was a traditional enemy of Sparta, and Sparta was probably the only possible source of hostility in the Peloponnesus. There is no record of any overt activity on the part of Aristomachus of Argos during the Chremonidean War; however, the existence of a friendly Argos at that particular geographic location complicated the plans of the Ptolemaic fleet and also made the land march of King Areus of Sparta a little more difficult. He could count on no help along the way and some possible harassment. Antigonus did not seem to need much more than this in that episode. When help was needed it was forthcoming. When Alexander son of Craterus rebelled from his position at Corinth, Aristomachus of Argos took action against him (I. G. II², 774); the details are not preserved on the broken stone but it is clear that there was some military engagement and that Aristomachus went so far as to furnish Athens with money from his own resources to enable Athens to preserve its independence. Argos was important enough for Antigonus to ensure his personal involvement when necessary. In addition to the rescue mission in 272, Antigonus seems to have been involved in a series

The assumption that Antigonus had friendly relations with the city of Megalopolis is largely inferential. The fact that Megalopolis was ruled by a tyrant for much of the third century does not necessarily connect the city with Antigonus in any way. There is no firm evidence that Antigonus supported tyrants as a matter of preference; rather, he supported governments that were friendly to him, whatever their form. This particular tyranny was constantly at odds with Sparta and was invaded by Sparta on several occasions. Sparta was traditionally hostile to Antigonus. It is a weak argument to assume that the enemy of one’s enemy must be a friend, but one can add to this the fact that the historian Polybius was a citizen of Megalopolis, whose family was of the opposing political faction to the tyranny of Aristodemus. Polybius is perhaps the source most hostile to Antigonus, and the source for the allegation that Antigonus supported tyrants (Polyb. 10.22). Megalopolis was in any case not worse than neutral toward Antigonus; there is no record of any difficulties whatsoever between Antigonus or any of his friendly allies, and Megalopolis.

There is only a brief mention in our sources of the situation at Elis, and it would seem that Antigonus had an ally in that city in the person of a tyrant named Aristotimus. At some time shortly after 272, Aristotimus was faced with an uprising and Craterus rushed to his aid from Corinth. He arrived too late, however, and Aristotimus was dead when he arrived. The tyranny was ended; Craterus took no action to reinstall a tyranny but merely left, apparently on friendly terms with the inhabitants (Justin 26.1; Paus. 5.5.1; Plut. Mor. 251A and 253A). This seems to be an example of a situation where Antigonus took an opportunity to extend his influence. It was not part of a master plan; Elis was not essential to his purposes. But it would be desirable to have a friend in power in Elis if that were conveniently arranged. So long as the Isthmus, the eastern Peloponnesus, and Attica were secure, the western Peloponnesus was a desirable addition but not essential.

Antigonus made use of tyrants, like garrisons, when it seemed necessary, appropriate, and possible. Geography and population were more important to him than form of government. Specific information is available for only very few cities, primarily those ruled by tyrants, because the tyrannies later became very unpopular and later writers had something to say about them. There may well have been many other cities in which Antigonus exercised
considerable influence, which caused no notice to be made in later sources.

Antigonus was able to work with a confederation of autonomous cities quite as easily as with tyrants, if it suited his interests. The best example of this is the Aetolian League. Throughout the long reign of Antigonus, there is no record of any hostility on the part of Aetolia, and there were certainly opportunities. The friendship between Antigonus and the Aetolians went back at least to 280 BC, when the Aetolians are referred to by Justin (24.1) as allies of Antigonus in the struggle with Ptolemy Ceraunus. There was no open alliance between the two, nothing that would have required Aetolia to offer aid to Antigonus against Pyrrhus, for example. But there does seem to have been a tacit agreement not to get in each other's way. During the Chremonidean War, the Aetolian League was explicitly neutral, and sought to secure the safety of religious meeting places. This neutrality is of considerable importance. Had the Aetolians joined the opposition to Antigonus in the Chremonidean War, the strategic situation, the resources on each side, and the outcome very likely would be much different. Polybius makes several references to a formal agreement between the Aetolians and Antigonus to partition the territory of the Achaean League, although nothing seems to have come of it. If true, it would be the first formal agreement between the two but it is noteworthy that the long relationship between the two powers made such a treaty at least believable. The inference of good diplomatic relationships with the Aetolian League is finally confirmed by the placement of Antigonid garrisons in Greece. They were not designed to ward off any threat from the direction of Aetolia.

The relationship of Antigonus with the newer Achaean League was less successful. Polybius recounts that many of the cities which eventually became the Achaean League had been garrisoned by Antigonus and had tyrants imposed on them by him. No details are available, and so we cannot know if garrisons and tyrants were short-term or longer, in which cities, and if a friendly relationship was developed with the removal of tyrants. In at least one city, Sicyon, we know that Antigonus carefully cultivated friendship with Cleinias, an important politician in Sicyon, and later with his son Aratus, who would become the most influential official of the Achaean League (Plut. Arat. 2, 4, 13, passim). Aratus ultimately became quite hostile to Antigonus and the situation never improved.
Plutarch’s statement that Antigonus was “jealous” because Sicyon had “regained its freedom” under Aratus (Plut. *Arat.* 9.3) probably merely refers to Antigonus’ frustration at being unable to influence Aratus, and suggests that Antigonus had previously enjoyed amicable relations with the city. There was a royal horse farm near the city (Plut. *Arat.* 6), which implies at least moderately friendly relations; it would have been foolish to have such an installation in unfriendly territory. The horse farm may not have outlasted the enmity of Aratus.

Over the years, Antigonus had established considerable control and influence in Greece, based on a strategically located show of force and opportunistic ties of friendship and alliance. His network of friends and agents had two objectives. One was to make it difficult for any non-Greek power (Ptolemy or, less likely, Seleucus) to intervene in Greek affairs without automatically encountering resistance and without his knowledge. Also, any combination of forces within Greece directed against him would be unable to do so in secrecy and would encounter logistical difficulties in maintaining communication and effecting movement. The Chremonidean War was the test of the system, and the system worked.
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THE CHREMONIDEAN WAR

The system of garrisons and allies established by Antigonus left plenty of room for local maneuvering. The Greek cities and leagues, by themselves, could not directly threaten his position in Macedonia or his position as a “great power” in the hellenistic world after Alexander, but they could cause him nearly constant annoyance and require his frequent attention. That was the price he paid for being king, the price he especially had to pay for exercising a hegemony over Greece on the cheap. The loose system required very little in the way of manpower and did not require him to actually administer Greek cities. This meant that someone else (local politicians) would manage things. If their actions were inimical to his interests, he was in a position to intervene, but he took no overt action until or unless necessary.

The only real threat to Antigonus was Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt. His power was at least as great, greater depending on how one measured it. Ptolemy was certainly wealthier and may have had a larger fleet, but he did not have a land army equal to Antigonus. The chief threat resided in the fact that Ptolemy was a Macedonian, albeit one who ruled Egypt. He wanted and needed a connection with “home”—Macedonia and Greece—for sentimental as well as practical reasons. No man is an island, not even Ptolemy with all his wealth; he needed a large cadre of Greek/Macedonian ruling officials, as well as mercenaries, to assist him in Egypt, and they could be maintained only with some of the comforts of home, some sense of familiarity. This is at least a large part of the reason behind the development of the Museum and related institutions in Alexandria. To maintain some influence and interest in Greek affairs was also a necessity. It also suited his interests to keep Antigonus as weak and uninfluential as possible. No one had quite forgotten that Antigonus
was the son of the Demetrius who, twenty years earlier, had tried and almost succeeded in conquering all of Asia, and that he was the grandson of the Antigonus who, a little over thirty years earlier, had almost conquered all of Alexander’s empire.

Hostility between the Ptolemies of Egypt and the Antigonids of Macedonia was long-standing and remained a feature of Hellenistic geopolitics. Hostility between the Ptolemies and the Seleucids of Asia was not much less, and indeed, the so-called “Second Syrian War” between these two is nearly contemporaneous with the Chremonidean War. The Antigonids and Seleucids maintained friendly or at least neutral relations, especially in the preceding two decades, but there is no evidence for a formal alliance in either the Chremonidean War or the Second Syrian War, nor for any direct involvement of one in support of the other.

Ptolemy controlled parts of Syria and Asia Minor, in contention with the Seleucids. He also exercised some control or hegemony over many of the Aegean islands, in contention with Antigonus, who does not seem to have placed a high priority on any hegemony or influence in the islands, beyond whatever opportunity offered. Ptolemy attempted to exert influence on the cities of mainland Greece, without much success prior to the Chremonidean War because most of the Greek cities were under a rather tight hegemony of Antigonus Gonatas.

So, it was due to continuous Ptolemaic agitation that in the spring of 264 BC (the archonship of Peithidemos, Athenian archon year 265/4) an alliance was formed between Ptolemy, Athens, Sparta, the Elians, Achaeans, Tegeans, Mantineans, Orchomenians (Arcadian), Phialians, Kaphueans, and “some” Cretans (I.G. II², 687) against Antigonus Gonatas. The decree recording the alliance and declaration of war was moved by the Athenian Chremonides, (who spent most of his adult life as a mercenary in the service of Ptolemy) hence the name of the war. The list of allies is revealing. Many were Spartan dependencies, all were militarily insignificant, none strategically located (except perhaps Athens, if she had controlled her port and border forts, which she did not). More important is the long list of Greek entities which were not among the allies (such as Corinth, Argos, Troezen, Megara, Thebes, Megalopolis, and Sicyon), either because they were garrisoned by Antigonus or because they were not sufficiently hostile to him.

The declaration of war offers no specific grievances by any party, but merely states in very general terms that Antigonus is unjust and
a breaker of treaties. One can wonder which treaty, with whom, and what conditions were violated, but in fact we have no record of any treaty between Antigonus and any of the parties to this war. There are references to ongoing hostilities during the previous two years, in the archonships of Menekles and Nikias. Nor can we overlook the possible influence of personal relationships: of course, Ptolemy and Antigonus were well acquainted and were in fact related by marriage, but Chremonides may have been well acquainted with Antigonus as well in that both had been long-time students of Zeno, although probably not at the same time. Unfortunately, and perhaps curiously, we have no information of any action by Chremonides during the ensuing war which bears his name.

The strategy of the alliance is difficult to recover; one can only make inferences from what actually happened. Ptolemy sent a fleet under the command of Patroclus to the waters off Athens. We do not know the size or composition of the fleet. A base camp was set up on a small island opposite cape Sunium (Paus. 1.1.1 and 3.6.4; Strabo 9.21); it is a most inhospitable place and can have been chosen only because nothing else was possible. There is evidence for brief and small-scale Ptolemaic presence in various places in Attica, about what one would expect for foraging parties. It would seem that this was a fleet prepared for a naval battle, not one designed to transport an army. The land action was apparently to be undertaken by King Areus of Sparta, who led an army toward the Corinthian isthmus, either to engage the Antigonid garrison there and remove it, or to aid Athens in the expected siege by Antigonus, or both. On his first attempt, he could not get past the garrison at Corinth and returned to Sparta (Paus. 3.6.4). Meanwhile, Antigonus did bring Athens under siege, and no relief was forthcoming from either Areus or Patroclus. In the course of the siege, Antigonid troops were also active in Attica and along the coast; Pausanias refers to an attack “with an army and a fleet” and “ravaging the countryside of Athens” (Paus. 1.1.1).

In the autumn of that year (264), Antigonus was faced with a revolt of his mercenaries, mostly Gauls, in the garrison at Megara. This was a convenient development for the allies, and whether Ptolemaic agents or those of Athens, Sparta, or other allies instigated the revolt is open to speculation; the Gauls were quite capable of revolting all by themselves. In any case, Antigonus was spread thin. He could not detach troops from Corinth to deal with the revolt, he had to raise the siege of Athens and deal with it.
personally. He made a truce with the Athenians, who optimistically planted crops to be harvested the next spring. The revolt of the Gauls was suppressed, perhaps with a little difficulty. In that same autumn, but more likely early in the following spring, Alexander of Epirus (son of Pyrrhus and current king of Epirus) invaded Macedonia, but he was repulsed by an army nominally in command of Demetrius II, who could not have been more than thirteen or fourteen years old (Justin 26.2.9–12). The personal presence of Antigonus was not required. It is easy enough to suspect that someone was trying very hard to distract Antigonus from the siege of Athens.

In the spring of 263, Antigonus resumed the siege of Athens and destroyed the crops before they could be harvested. Meanwhile, Areus had marched his army back to the Isthmus, and he was killed in the resulting battle. The army returned to Sparta (Justin 26.2; Trogus Prol. 26; Polyaen. 4.6.20; Frontinus 3.4.2). Patroclus was unable to accomplish anything further and withdrew. What he was trying to accomplish may be suggested by an isolated anecdote in Athenaeus (8.334), where it is reported that Patroclus had sent a gift to Antigonus consisting of a basket of fish and figs. It seemed a perplexing gift to those around him, but Antigonus understood its meaning and laughed. It was a taunt—the wealthy ate fish, the poor ate figs; to be wealthy (successful), he must control the sea. This was an attempt by Patroclus to goad him into a naval battle. Antigonus was not a gambler; at this point he had little to gain and much to lose from a naval battle. He wanted control of Greece. He had just proved that he already had that; he could lose it or weaken it by an unsuccessful naval battle. A victory at sea at this point would bring him nothing but prestige. He was willing to forego prestige for actual power.

One must wonder what the Ptolemaic fleet under Patroclus was doing while all this was going on? What could it have done?

An ancient naval ship was a weapons system whose primary function was to capture or sink other similar weapons systems, other ships. Although the larger ships could mount catapults and reach other ships with their missiles, naval “bombardment” of land installations was not effective, usual or expected. The propulsion source for a fighting ship was human muscle, a lot of it. Rowers were not usually trained combat soldiers, and what is more, they took up almost all the available space on the ship. There was room for only a small company of combat soldiers. An invasion force of
combat troops could be transported on escorted merchant ships, but they were slow, vulnerable, expensive, and required a secure landing place. Ptolemy was not sending an invasion force to Greek waters; the land action was the responsibility of his allies on the scene. Athens, Sparta, and the other Greeks would be counted on to supply the infantry manpower; Ptolemy was sending naval forces which were designed to engage other naval forces, those of Antigonus. Antigonus did not cooperate; he generally kept his navy in port, and in any case avoided engagement. The Ptolemaic fleet under Patroclus had little to do.

This war was decided on land. What could a naval battle have accomplished? In a purely military sense, nothing. Not territory; the winner does not maintain possession of the battlefield. Certainly not “control of the sea.” This is difficult enough in the modern period, and something no ancient navy could seriously hope for. The ships were not built to withstand prolonged periods at sea, especially in heavy weather, and were too cramped to carry any but minimal provisions. The general practice was to beach the ships at night while the crew went ashore. The closest thing to “control of the sea” was the possession of a sufficient number of well-maintained ships and skilled crews to enable a fleet to put to sea quickly and meet any threat in its vicinity. The value of a strong fleet, and the value of a naval victory, was primarily psychological. And the importance of psychological victories (or defeats) should not be underestimated. The loser of a naval battle has lost expensive ships and valuable (perhaps irreplaceable) manpower. His remaining troops, friends, and allies are demoralized and full of despair. They fight less effectively. The winner has suffered fewer and more bearable economic losses, and his remaining troops, friends, and allies are inspired to new and greater efforts. They fight more effectively. A naval victory can alter the course of the war. This is equally true of a land battle, of course, but the effect is often greater for a naval battle because the economic and human losses are higher, and there are fewer eyewitnesses and the magnitude of the victory or defeat is easily exaggerated.

Ptolemy was the disturber of the status quo in the Chremonidean War. His intention was to engage Antigonus in a naval battle which, if he were victorious, would damage Antigonus militarily and especially politically, making the success of Ptolemy’s Greek allies on land much more likely. If Ptolemy should lose (and consequently lose the war), he would have lost some ships and men, but the
political situation in Greece would remain as it was. He had much to gain, little to lose.

The intention of Antigonus was merely to keep what he had. Aggressive moves to change the status quo could wait for a later time, if desired. To engage Ptolemy in a naval battle could gain him nothing except prestige; he could win the war on land in Greece without a naval battle, and he did. To engage in a naval battle and lose it could cost him the war on land. He had much to lose, and little to gain by a naval battle. And so, with the gift of a basket of fish and figs, Patroclus was trying, probably not for the first time, to goad him into staking all on a naval battle. The laughter of Antigonus is understandable as the expressed smile of self-satisfaction: he had a well-thought-out strategy, and it was working even better than he had hoped. Patroclus had been reduced to cute tricks.

Antigonus had spent much of his youth in Athens and was educated there. If he needed a precedent for his strategy, it was that of Pericles at the outset of the Peloponnesian War. Athens, weaker than Sparta on land, simply refused to engage the Spartans on land, but rather withdrew behind her walls and used her superior seapower to damage the Spartans. Sparta could not withstand Athens at sea. That Athens ultimately lost the war was not due to faulty strategy on Pericles’ part. In just this way, with greater ultimate success, Antigonus engaged the forces of Ptolemy and his allies only where he was stronger—on land—and avoided a high-risk naval encounter. Ptolemy, in fact, had a similar plan—but it didn’t work. His intention was to force Antigonus to meet him on his chosen field of battle, the sea, where he had a good chance of victory, and to avoid any encounter on land, where Antigonus was stronger. The chief difference, and an important one, is that Antigonus did have a naval force capable of meeting Ptolemy, but he chose not to use it on Ptolemy’s terms. On the other hand, Ptolemy did not have an adequate land force with which to challenge Antigonus. He had no options.

One can marvel at the cynical way in which Ptolemy exploited Athens and Sparta and the other Greeks; he surely knew they were no match for the Macedonian army. The failure of his strategy cost him nothing, but it was very costly to the Greeks. It was a very efficient, cost-effective, and cautious strategy, one which minimized the possibility and costs of defeat. It was perhaps too cautious to make success likely; success depended on the cooperation of his adversary, Antigonus.
Ptolemy’s caution was certainly a matter of strategy, and not a personality defect. It has been almost axiomatic in scholarly literature\textsuperscript{49} to assume that Ptolemy Philadelphus was nearly incompetent in military matters and foreign affairs, that his sister/wife Arsinoë II was the brains behind the throne, most especially for this war, which went badly because she had died and Ptolemy did not implement her plans correctly. That Arsinoë was very clever and influential is not to be doubted; so were many other people, including other queens. That Philadelphus himself was interested in sensual pleasures and drinking is also not to be doubted; so were Philip II and Demetrius Poliorcetes, whose military acumen is legendary. Ptolemy Philadelphus did undertake bold action and had many successes during his long reign, before and after his marriage to Arsinoë;\textsuperscript{50} perhaps some unknown advisors (even Arsinoë) are responsible for some of them, but in any case the king was responsible for accepting advice wisely or not, and should get full credit or blame. Ptolemy’s low-risk strategy for the Chremonidean War may have been very sensible, if his war aims were limited. We don’t know the causes of this war; the evidence simply doesn’t exist. Several suggestions have been made,\textsuperscript{51} and they can be divided into two categories: preventive war, against a perceived future threat from Antigonus, and opportunistic war, seizing an opportunity to weaken Antigonus. In either case, there was no immediate danger to Ptolemy from Antigonus; his war aims could have been limited. He could afford to follow a cautious strategy. He could afford to lose the war.

By the late summer of 263 (the beginning of the archonship of Antipater, Athenian archon year 263/2), Athens capitulated unconditionally. It was no doubt necessary to take some action against certain individuals. Chremonides had no difficulty escaping to Ptolemy, for whom he commanded a fleet some years later (Polyaen. V.18). The seer, antiquarian, and historian Philochorus was not so lucky; we learn that he was executed by Antigonus at the end of the war (Suidas, s.v. Philochorus). It is likely enough that there were other executions. Antigonus reinstalled a garrison on the Museum Hill inside the city, and announced that until further notice the internal government would be under his direction.\textsuperscript{52} This was no doubt accomplished in what had become his usual manner: personal connections and relationships. He appointed individuals he thought he could trust as officials of the city. There was no need to rearrange the government at all; it was only necessary to assure that the usual officials were people he could trust. This followed
the pattern of Demetrius in earlier years (c. 294–287), and there is some evidence for it in the appointment of garrison commanders (discussed in the previous chapter). In some cases, election also took place, either before or after a nomination by Antigonus. The situation seems to have been very like the commendatio exercised by Augustus. It was not a constitutional matter at all, but a matter of personal authority (auctoritas) but not therefore less effective. At first this personal authority was reinforced by the presence of a garrison in the city, but eventually even that would not be necessary. The garrison was removed c. 255 BC, because it was no longer needed.53

Athens and Sparta and the other allies were pawns in the great game between Antigonus and Ptolemy. Antigonus won the Chremonidean War—against Athens and the Greek allies. Ptolemy had not yet been engaged.

The Chremonidean War was, after all, not simply a war between Antigonus and Athens; it was also a war between Antigonus and Ptolemy. It was for this reason as well that it was necessary for Antigonus to maintain a tight grip on Athens even after the city had been defeated. He was still at war with Ptolemy. He defeated the Ptolemaic fleet under Patroclus in a great naval battle off the island of Cos a short time later, in a situation where neither side had anything to gain or lose except prestige (and the ships and men, of course). The evidence for the Battle of Cos is even less than meager: Athenaeus (V.209e) expended many words describing famous big ships, and ended by telling his readers he would omit discussion of the ship of Antigonus, in which he defeated Ptolemy’s generals off Cos and later dedicated the ship to Apollo. Diogenes Laertius, in his biographical sketch of the philosopher Arcesilaus (D.L.4.39), reports that Arcesilaus didn’t flatter king Antigonus after the seafight off Cos, like other people did. And Plutarch (Mor. 545b) in an account of “Famous Sayings of Kings…” recounts how Antigonus II, in the seafight off Cos, responded to one of his companions who worried that they were outnumbered by suggesting that his presence counted for something. Thus, all we know is that there was a Battle of Cos between Antigonus and Ptolemy, Antigonus was outnumbered but he won, and he dedicated his flagship to Apollo. There is no way to establish a date for the battle with any certainty, but there is general agreement that it falls somewhere between 262 and 256 BC54 It happened after the capitulation of Athens and the end of the Chremonidean War on the Greek mainland, and prior to a time of
peace in the Aegean recorded for the year 255 in a Delian inscription (I.G. XI, 2, 116). This time of peace is subject to much interpretation and is hardly conclusive evidence, but it is the latest possible date in any case. The battle could not have taken place prior to the capitulation of Athens, and would very likely have taken place as soon as practical thereafter, surely within seven years. I suggest that Antigonus, at an opportune time after affairs on the mainland of Greece were securely in his control and he had nothing to lose, sought out the Ptolemaic fleet at a time and place of his choosing. He fought the naval battle at a time and place when he could afford to lose, as he clearly could not afford to lose while the Chremonidean War was still raging in Greece.

The relative chronology of the few known events is clear enough:

- tension between Ptolemy Philadelphus and Antigonus Gonatas, hostility in Athens toward Antigonus,
- the declaration of war by all the (now open) allies against Antigonus,
- the nearly simultaneous arrival of a Ptolemaic fleet under Patroclus in the Saronic Gulf, the unsuccessful assault on Corinth by a Spartan army under Areus, and Antigonid land and naval harassment of Attica,
- the siege of Athens by Antigonus,
- the distraction of Antigonus by a revolt of Gallic mercenaries at Megara and an invasion of Macedonia by Alexander of Epirus,
- the lifting of the siege of Athens under truce,
- the resumption of the siege of Athens, and another unsuccessful assault on Corinth by Areus and his death,
- the capitulation of Athens, and
- the withdrawal of Patroclus and the Ptolemaic fleet.

There was a hiatus of a few years in overt hostilities between Antigonus and Ptolemy, which flared anew when the Second Syrian War broke out. The primary antagonists in that conflict were Antiochus II and Ptolemy II Philadelphus. Antigonus, long on friendly terms with Antiochus, was not formally involved in the war but saw an opportunity to permanently weaken Ptolemy. The result was the Battle of Cos, a memorable naval victory for Antigonus. The Battle of Cos was the *coda* for the Chremonidean War.
AN OLD MAN’S TROUBLES

The final decade and a half of the life of Antigonus Gonatas is, to us, nearly void of events and information. He was about sixty-five years old at the Battle of Cos c. 255, and for the remaining fifteen years of his life we know only that he endured the loss of his major garrison at Corinth to his nephew, Alexander the son of Craterus; he regained it a few years later by a trick; he lost it again, permanently, to Aratus of Sicyon, along with some other smaller garrisons, and in the meantime he fought a victorious naval battle against Ptolemy off Andros. We also know that his sister Stratonike, wife of Antiochus II, died and a festival was established at Delos in her honor.

It was probably in 253 that Antigonus created the “Stratonikeia” at Delos in honor of his sister, who had been a frequent visitor and dedicator to the shrines of Apollo and Artemis on the island. This need not have any political significance, and another festival instituted at about the same time, the “Antigoneia” is problematic as well. It was dedicated to Apollo, Artemis, and Leto, and it may be celebrating his recent victory at the naval Battle of Cos, which was of recent memory and known to all. Its political significance, however, may just as easily be nothing more than a public demonstration of his piety.

Shortly thereafter, in or about the year 252 BC, Antigonus lost his garrisons at Corinth, Chalcis, and Eretria. The commander of the garrison at Corinth was Alexander, son of Craterus, hence nephew to Antigonus. He had succeeded his father in that position, but perhaps not directly. The latest mention of Craterus is in 271/0, when he led a force from Corinth to aid a tyrant at Elis (unsuccessfully). He would have been about fifty years old at the time. At some time between 270 and 252, Alexander became the garrison commander. One possible explanation for his “revolt” from his uncle is that he was not awarded his father’s position when
Craterus died, but had to wait a few years. A possible interim commander would be the former “archpirate” Ameinias, who was a trusted confederate of Antigonus in 276 and had led a rescue mission to Sparta in 272, apparently on his own authority or at least with an independent command. There is no evidence to support this hypothesis, nor is there any evidence to indicate when Craterus died, when Alexander assumed command, or why he broke with Antigonus.\textsuperscript{56}

Alexander proclaimed himself an independent king, of Corinth, Chalcis, and Eretria. These other two Antigonid garrisons had joined in his revolt. There is no evidence to suggest that Alexander, as commander of the Corinth garrison, also controlled Chalcis and Euboea; even the trusted Craterus does not seem to have exercised any control over those garrisons. Such control is not necessary to explain why they joined him; even if he had controlled them, his orders to the subordinate commanders could have easily been disobeyed in favor of their greater allegiance to king Antigonus. It is more likely that the individuals in charge of the garrisons at Chalcis and Eretria (we do not know their names) had been suborned by Alexander, and their troops followed their orders. It is tempting to see the hand of Ptolemy here; this would be a fine revenge for his defeat by Antigonus at the Battle of Cos. But there is no evidence for any involvement of Ptolemy, and if he had worked some persuasion (bribery?) on Alexander, the fact remains that Alexander was disaffected for some reason, and thus susceptible to the influence of Ptolemy.

It would have been a fine revenge, indeed, because what it cost Antigonus was much of his fleet. Corinth was an important naval base for Antigonus, although not the only one (he still had ships at Piraeus and at Demetrias, and probably other places as well). It certainly would have been possible for some of the ships, under the initiative of their own captains, to sail away from Corinth and join the Antigonid fleet elsewhere, just as the fleet of Demetrius after Ipsus either went over to Ptolemy, or back to Antigonus, apparently on the initiative of the individual captains. Perhaps many of the ships at Corinth did find their way back to Antigonus; this might explain why Antigonus took no immediate action against Alexander. It wasn’t absolutely necessary.

Aratus of Sicyon probably had a role to play, but the sequence of events is unclear. Aratus gained control of Sicyon in 251/0, probably after the revolt of Alexander. Shortly afterward, Aratus made a voyage
to Ptolemy to get money, which he succeeded in doing. He had earlier received generous gifts from Antigonus and the relationship between the two had been good, as had the relationship between Antigonus and Cleinias, father of Aratus. But that would change. Aratus made several attempts to dislodge Alexander from Corinth, and these attempts, whether done with the knowledge or consent of Antigonus or not, may explain the inaction of Antigonus: he would let Aratus try his hand first. These attempts ended abruptly when Alexander made an alliance with the Achaean League, of which Sicyon was also a member (Plut. *Arat.* 18.1).

In the meantime, Alexander attempted to add Athens to his new kingdom, but his invitation was refused and his subsequent forceful attempts were resisted by Athens, with the help of Aristomachos of Argos (a longtime ally of Antigonus). Athens and Argos eventually bought peace from Alexander, probably in 250/49, with Aristomachos providing the money (*I.G.* II², 774); the Piraeus garrison commander, Heracleitus, was also instrumental (*Syll.*³, 454).

Antigonus does not seem to have offered any direct help to Athens in this incident, and he never succeeded in dislodging Alexander from Corinth; so far as we know, he never tried. A shortage of manpower is a real possibility. Antigonus had always made much use of mercenaries. Indeed, there is no evidence for any general levy of troops in Macedonia at all; the wars of Alexander and the Successors had taken their toll on Macedonian manpower, and after a generation or two, Macedonians willing and able to soldier were in the employ of all of the hellenistic kings, not just the King of Macedonia. At about this time, Antigonus had been named guardian of two minor children of King Nicomedes of Bithynia, along with Ptolemy and several Ionian cities; Nicomedes wanted many disparate powers to guarantee the succession. His rejected son by a prior marriage, Ziaelas, immediately took up arms, requiring the guardians and guarantors to send troops against him (Memnon, *FGrH* 434, F14). Perhaps the mission to Bithynia and the loss of the manpower at Corinth reduced Antigonus to inaction, either because of lack of available additional manpower or lack of money to pay them.

After a few years (c. 247), Antigonus did manage to recover Corinth: by luck, cleverness, and exertion. Alexander died (we do not know how or exactly when) and his widow, Nicaea, maintained control of Corinth. Antigonus offered her a marriage to his son Demetrius, which she eagerly accepted. If it had happened, that marriage would have returned Corinth to Antigonid control, but it
was not necessary. A festive wedding feast was held in the city of Corinth, and while everyone was well occupied in the revels, Antigonus took a small body of troops and marched up to the garrison on Acrocorinth. It was late at night, no one was expected, and when he knocked on the door, it was opened to him. Before anyone could consider who was supposed to be in charge, his troops had taken control (Plut. Arat. 17; Polyaen. 4.6.1). It is a long and steep climb, and Antigonus was over 70 years of age; whatever the cause of his inaction up to this point, it was not serious illness or weakness of age. The wedding did not, of course, take place and no more is heard of Nicaea.

The naval battle of Andros, another victory over Ptolemy, took place shortly afterward, in 246 or 245. There is general agreement on the date, because it is assumed the recovery of the naval base at Corinth is a precondition. Trogus gives the name of the defeated Ptolemaic admiral, and Plutarch calls Antigonus “the old man” (geron) in this context, where he repeats the anecdote that Antigonus asserting that his own presence compensates for inferiority in numbers. The battle is here identified as Andros; in Mor. 545b, Plutarch tells the same story but identifies the battle as Cos. Another version of the story (Mor. 183c) does not name the naval battle. Obviously, the doublet casts doubt on the accuracy of the event, at least in its attribution to Cos or Andros. But both battles are named, and so they did occur and Antigonus was victorious and probably present at both (but probably did not say the same thing twice!). Antigonus celebrated this victory by instituting two more festivals at Delos, the “Soteria” and the “Paneia.”

It is deceptively simple to suggest that when Antigonus controlled Corinth, he had a strong navy, and without Corinth, he did not. The two may not be that closely related. The fact is that we do not know the size, the structure or the basing of the Antigonid fleet. We only know that he had one, and it was rather well known. Plutarch uses what appears to be a common phrase when he speaks of something so thoroughly dissolved that “even the Antigonid fleet could sail through it” (Mor. 1078c).

In any event, Antigonus did not keep Corinth for long. He lost it to Aratus of Sicyon in 243, in a surprise assault on the garrison in the darkness of night. Although he had some help from some of the mercenaries inside, it was a violent event; two of the most important officials in the garrison, Theophrastus and the philosopher Persaios, were killed.
Immediately after gaining Corinth, Aratus arranged to bring the city into the Achaean League, and at the same time brought in Troezen, Epidaurus, and Megara. No mention is made of Antigonid garrisons in this context; if he still maintained garrisons in Troezen and Megara, they would have been lost at this time. Aratus also attempted to persuade Athens to join the Achaean League, and followed up with an invasion of Attica. The invasion met with no success whatever and the effort was dropped (Plut. *Arat.* 24). Either Athens remained loyal to Antigonus, or the Antigonid forces in the Piraeus and subsidiary garrisons were adequate to the task, or both.

The relationship between Antigonus and Aratus was a stormy one. Antigonus had been on very friendly terms with Cleinias, the father of Aratus, and with Aratus as well at first. He was inclined to flatter Aratus publicly to win his favor, and probably gave him money on more than one occasion. Aratus sought money from Antigonus, and also from Ptolemy. It is likely enough that Antigonus did not give him as much money as he wanted, or that Ptolemy was more generous. The account of Plutarch is not always clear which “king” Aratus is importuning for money, but he certainly had dealings with both Antigonus and Ptolemy at one time or another (Plut. *Arat.* 2, 4, 11, 13, 15). Antigonus apparently lost the bidding war, and paid dearly for it. Corinth did not again hold an Antigonid garrison until Doson recovered it in 225/4.

Perhaps it did not matter much. The loss of Corinth and possibly other smaller garrisons failed to produce any grave consequences. Polybius insists that, probably about this time, Antigonus made a treaty with the Aetolians to partition the territory of the Achaean League (headed by Aratus). If true, this agreement had no results. In fact, shortly before his death, Antigonus made a formal peace with the Achaean League (Plut. *Arat.* 33).

Antigonus Gonatas died in 240/39 BC at about eighty years of age. We have no record of the circumstances of his death and the date must be deduced from the reign of his son, Demetrius II. Demetrius was in his mid-thirties, mature, experienced, and ready to assume the burden of kingship, the “glorious servitude,” as Antigonus had described it (Aelian, *VH* 2.20).
We who live in modern constitutional democracies are constantly aware of the limitations and circumscription of the powers exercised by political officials and institutions. It would be gratifying to us and fully in accord with our traditional thought-processes to be able to make a list of those powers and prerogatives which a Macedonian king possessed and did not possess. Such an attempt is futile, however. Macedonians and Greeks of the third century BC did not think exactly as we do. Such evidence as exists clearly suggests that the potential power of the king of Macedonia was absolute, but his actual power was fluid and depended upon the political realities of the moment. The conclusion of Ernst Badian is apt: “the king... had precisely what rights and powers [he] could get away with.”63

There were no constitutional restraints on Antigonus. Although he no doubt consulted with close friends and associates from time to time, there was no organized “Council of Friends.” Some Macedonian kings found it desirable or expedient to convene the army in assembly; there is no evidence that Antigonus ever did, nor was he or any Macedonian king required to do so.64 Indeed, for Antigonus Gonatas it would not have been possible, since he never had a standing citizen army. He made extensive use of mercenaries and any Macedonian subjects were volunteers serving for pay. The composition and size of his military and naval force varied with need and availability. The previous discussion of known garrison commanders (Chapter 5) makes this clear: Craterus, his half-brother who was in command at Corinth, was a Macedonian; Ameinias the archpirate who had some position at Corinth was probably a Phocian; Hierocles at the Piraeus was a Carian; Heracleitus who succeeded Hierocles at the Piraeus was an Athenian.

Antigonus surely needed to appoint officials to assist him in the
administration of Macedonia: absolute power or not, he could not take care of everything himself. The evidence suggests that such appointments were on an ad hoc basis and a formal title was not necessary. One example is an inscription (Syll.3, 459) from Berea which is dated by the thirty-sixth year of the reign of Antigonus (probably 248/1). It contains a letter from Demetrius to Harpalus; neither man is identified by title. Demetrius rather curtly writes to Harpalus that he has learned that some temple revenues have been diverted to political use; Harpalus is instructed (the imperative is used) to see to it that the revenues are returned to the temple. The Demetrius of this inscription is certainly the son of Antigonus, the future Demetrius II. He doesn’t need a title. Harpalus obviously has the authority and power to do what is demanded of him; he is some kind of official in the city of Berea or the region, but no title is used. He knew what his job was, and so, presumably, did everyone else concerned.

The status of cities and regions within Macedonia was variable, depending in large part on the traditions of the city or perhaps its relationship to the king. Evidence is meager, but the variability is demonstrated by a series of inscriptions from the island of Cos, dated to 242/1.65 The Coans are seeking grants of asylum to the temple of Asclepius on Cos, and what they have in common is that all express goodwill between the individual cities and Cos, and between king Antigonus and Cos. The four cities are Cassandreia, Amphipolis, Philippi, and Pella. They are four major cities in Macedonia, not far apart, but they are not governed the same way. Each awarded the grant of asylum: Cassandreia passed a decree in the bottle; Philippi passed a decree in the ekklesia; and Amphipolis and Pella simply issued the decree by “the city of....” The internal governing structure is obviously not identical.

Macedonia had not been an urban culture, and this did not change under Antigonus. The larger cities were earlier Greek colonies which had become part of Macedonia during the reign of Philip II. Some cities established by kings (Philippi, Thessaloniki, Cassandreia) would eventually become important at a later date, but in the third century they were not major urban centers of the Greek-speaking world. Antigonus is believed to have founded at least three cities, all named Antigoneia: on the Axius river in Paonia (Pliny, N.H. 4.10.17), on the Aous river in Atintania (Pliny, N.H. 4.1.1), and in Chalcidice (Livy 44.10), but none of them became cities of any importance and their locations are quite uncertain.66 They may have been not much
more than garrison towns, designed as a permanent presence against northern tribes.

Some cities in Macedonia may have had a democratic *polis* form of government for their internal affairs, others may have had an individual (or several of them) appointed by the king to administer their affairs, but there is no evidence for any consistency, and no *epistates* of a city as in later Ptolemaic Egypt. It must be noted that *epistates*, like *epimeletes* or *strategos*, common word is a in Greek, often merely descriptive of a function and not necessarily a title. When they do become titles, the actual meaning can vary from one time and place to another. The earliest reference to any *epistates* or *hypepistates* in Macedonia is *I.G.*, 2, 1.1028 from Thessaloniki, dated to the reign of Demetrius II, c. 230 BC, and *I.G.*, 2, 1.2 from the same city during the reign of Antigonus Doson, c. 224/3. These are apparently minor officials.

There is a relatively plentiful supply of evidence for a *strategos*, if the term is taken to mean simply someone who commands troops. But an individual who is called *strategos* does not, because of that descriptive title, function as a provincial or regional governor. The power and authority of the individual depended on that individual’s relationship to the king and the king’s needs at the time.

For several reasons, one should not expect the same complexity of government in Antigonid Macedonia as in the contemporary hellenistic monarchies to the east. While the cosmopolitan nature of the hellenistic world does suggest that regional differences would eventually diminish, the differences were still profound during the reign of Gonatas. Even if one assumes that the rulers of the three major kingdoms held similar ideas of government (a dubious assumption), they were faced with three very different bodies of tradition on which to impose those ideas. It would take some time before the convergence of practice would be apparent. In fact, similarities do begin to appear by the late third century BC, a few generations after the unifying conquest of Alexander. But the reign of Gonatas is too early to expect successful imitation of or agreement with the more complex eastern governments. Antigonus Gonatas was very likely unable to impose any rigid organization on his governmental structure, and may have been unwilling to do so.

Although Antigonus can be said to have governed, after a fashion, from 283 onward, he did not have any significant control until after the battle of Lysimacheia in 277. Only a few years later he lost control temporarily to Pyrrhus. He recovered Macedonia by c. 272
at the latest, but any attention he might have given to internal administration was soon diverted by the tensions leading to the outbreak of the Chremonidean War, which was a direct challenge to his international position. Throughout this period he had to attend to affairs in Greece; it was necessary to establish his relationship with the various Greek cities. Only after c. 250 would he have had the leisure to organize his internal administration systematically, if indeed he was ever inclined to do so. At that point it must have occurred to him that he had already been governing for about thirty years without any clear organized system and there was no urgent need to change things. The flexibility which he had practiced out of necessity at first may, in the end, have been desirable.

The power of Antigonus as king was largely personal. His personal popularity was all-important, and his personal relationship with subordinates was crucial. The king necessarily delegated authority to others, who rarely had a fixed title, and the limits of their authority were likewise not clearly stated. The overriding authority of the king himself may have been the only effective limit. The relationship between the king and his subordinates was one of personal trust. The king chose individuals to govern or exercise the necessary authority in his name and simply trusted them to do it (whatever “it” was). Since the king was, by definition, the most powerful man in Macedonia, violation of that trust could have grave consequences, a fact known to all. The kingship of Macedonia, and especially in the reign of Gonatas, rested on minimal legal foundations; the successful king of Macedonia was essentially a masterful politician.

Some movement toward a systematic, well-defined, internal organization may have begun in the reign of his son and successor, Demetrius II, although specific evidence is lacking. There are traces of more organized administration under Antigonus III Doson, and under Philip V Macedonia is governed not too differently in principle from the Seleucid and Ptolemaic realms.

Doson had not only the stability of fifty years of Antigonid rule over Macedonia, which provided comfortable circumstances in which to bring about a careful reorganization of government, he also had a strong motivation to do so. He came to power as regent for the young Philip V, and knew all along that fate could make Philip a king while very young. Philip would need all the help he could get from a strong, reliable, and consistent internal organization of officials—something which had not heretofore been necessary. On the contrary, Antigonus Gonatas was a man of mature years and
judgment when he became king; if, early in his reign, he was concerned about the succession of his son at a tender age, competent regents were at hand in the persons of his half-brothers Craterus and Demetrius the Fair. Antigonus did not die too soon; Demetrius II was over thirty years of age on his accession and had the added advantage of experience for many years with his father. He, too, had an available regent for his young son in the person of his cousin Antigonus Doson, a man of mature years and wide experience. Doson did serve as regent for Philip, the son of Demetrius. Eventually he became king in his own name, but as caretaker pending Philip’s maturity. In the event of his death prior to Philip’s coming of age, there was for the first time in Antigonid history no close male relative standing by ready to assist a young king. It was a new problem, requiring a new solution: strong organization. For a strong king with mature judgment, flexibility and informality could be advantageous, often desirable. For a young and inexperienced king, the same situation could be dangerous. Thus, it was only late in the reign of Doson that the Macedonian structure of government began to parallel the more rigid and complex bureaucracies of the Ptolemies and Seleucids.

The same situation can be seen in the relationship of Antigonus to the Greek cities. The relationship was not formal; it was not spelled out in detail by formal treaty or edict of the king. Rather, the king seems to have undertaken considerable effort to cultivate close personal relationships with important politicians in Athens, in Argos, and he attempted to do as much with Aratus of Sicyon. We have no evidence for the relationship of the king to individuals in Corinth, although one must suspect something similar took place.

Antigonus governed in Macedonia and exercised a hegemony in Greece primarily through personal connections. He relied on his friends and associates to act in his interests. There was little practical difference whether the individuals involved were Macedonians or natives of a Greek city. The tyrants at Argos during most of his reign governed in his interests because it was also in their interest. Athenian politicians, especially after 255 BC, were no doubt patriotic Athenians, but were also friends or adherents of Antigonus and effectively governed in his interest. The trusted subordinates who were Macedonians also could function more or less autonomously, but in the interests of the king. His half-brother Craterus was involved in the ransom of Mithres with apparent full power to negotiate, but there was no doubt he was acting on behalf of Antigonus. The
same man led a relief force (unsuccessfully) to aid the tyrant of Elis without any apparent involvement of Antigonus. Heracleitus (an Athenian), the commander of the Piraeus garrison, energetically defended both his Macedonian garrison and the city of Athens against the attacks of Alexander, son of Craterus. Alexander’s successful revolt is an indication of how complete was the trust between Antigonus and his subordinates. Had there been a rigid chain of command, known limits to the power of the subordinate, or any kind of “checks and balances” in the system at all, the revolt of Alexander may not have been possible.

Under the circumstances, the success of Antigonus depended on how well he chose good men to assist him in exercising his power. The revolt of Alexander must be counted as a failure on the part of Antigonus. He also seems to have experienced some failures in Athens in the years immediately preceding the Chremonidean War. On balance, however, he was rather successful in maintaining power for forty years, a power which ultimately depended on personal relationships.

One cannot overlook the possible influence on Antigonus of his father. Demetrius Poliorcetes was a Macedonian and operated within this same Macedonian tradition; yet he was more likely than most to defy tradition where it suited his purposes. Despite some ideological flirtations, Demetrius was basically a very practical man, and so was his son. Demetrius developed an admiration and understanding of the Greek polis traditions, especially those of Athens, and he arranged for his son to be educated in the philosophical schools at Athens. As a result, Antigonus Gonatas may have had a greater understanding of the Greeks than any other Macedonian king, in or out of Macedonia. Also, Demetrius had always looked to greater things than Macedonia. Although Gonatas was considerably less ambitious than his father, he had a broad vision of Macedonia and its position in the international arena.

The Greek political tradition had much in common with the Macedonian tradition. Notwithstanding the Greek (especially Athenian) emphasis on the supremacy of law and of institutions, political power was still essentially personal. Political and social connections mattered very much for one who chose to hold political power within the legal framework, and an individual was held personally accountable for his actions. Political failure could have social as well as legal consequences. In his relationship with Athens, for example, Antigonus could follow the Macedonian tradition of
personal political connections, while leaving the legal and institutional formalities to his Athenian friends.

The cherished autonomy of the Greek *polis* was something well understood by Antigonus, who was content to honor that tradition so long as in so doing he did not violate his own necessary primary goals. Except for the period immediately following the Chremonidean War in Athens, the cities of Greece appeared to function as sovereign states, with the implied provision that they must not work contrary to the interests of Antigonus.

Edward Luttwak, in describing the Roman empire under the Julio-Claudians,⁶⁹ has written:

"The control mechanism was complex...always there was the latent threat of force...By channeling money and favors through chosen client chiefs, the Romans helped the latter gain power over their subjects, while the Romans gained power over them" (pp. 36–1), and

"The rulers of eastern client states and their subjects did not actually have to see Roman legions marching toward their cities in order to respond to Rome's commands..." (p. 32).

Antigonus followed a similar practice. His strategically located garrisons were sufficient reminders of the "latent threat of force" but not nearly adequate to actually maintain control by force. For the most part, it was not necessary to "actually have to see" his military force to believe that it would be used, and used effectively.

"The stability of the system requires a constant diplomatic effort" (Luttwak, 1976, p. 192). One need not doubt that the hegemony of Greece required a similar constant diplomatic effort from Gonatas. The most conspicuous failure was the Chremonidean War, resulting in the only instance wherein the Greek cities did actually see his military force used against them. On the one hand, any resort to military force can be seen as a failure of diplomatic activity. On the other hand, the fact that it was necessary only once in forty years, and that it was successful, indicates that the policy on balance was successful.

Walter Lacquer offered his analysis of a similar kind of hegemony in the modern world.⁷⁰ He observed that the Soviet Union exerted an influence over neighboring Finland in which the threat of force was not at all obvious, but in which certain understandings prevailed, including that "only those political parties approved by the Soviet Union can participate in the government" of the sovereign nation of Finland, and that "the Finns are supposed to exert self-censorship"
A similar situation prevailed for Antigonus Gonatas in third-century Greece, most notably Athens after 255 BC (but also earlier, and especially while Demetrius was king of Macedonia). The approval of the king, of course, was not formal and generally not publicly admitted or announced; “it is part of the whole process to deny its very existence.” (Lacquer, 1977, p. 38). The maintenance of the fiction of the complete independence of the Greek cities was both necessary and desirable. First, the tradition of independence was profoundly felt, and any violation would at a minimum nullify any support the king might receive from individuals within the cities. Second, internal opposition or outside agitation was minimized by the simple fact that it is difficult to liberate that which is already free. Opponents of Gonatas had first to convince the citizens that they needed liberating. The deliberately imprecise and informal nature of the hegemony enhanced its effectiveness and minimized the dangers to it.

Greece was a buffer state for Macedonia against Ptolemy—or any other potential threat from the south or east—in the same way that Macedonia served as a buffer for Greece against the barbarians to the north. By thus defending Greece (through fortifications and political control), he also defended Macedonia. It was the ambition of Antigonus to secure Macedonia and to exercise a preponderant influence in Greece. He never attempted outright conquest of Greece, perhaps because he was unable to do so, but it is also true that the subjugation of Greece was neither necessary nor desirable. Antigonus governed in the Macedonian tradition, and the autonomy allowed to Greek cities was probably not significantly greater than the local autonomy customary in Macedonia. Macedonian government was traditionally autocratic, but not totalitarian.

An ill-defined hegemony of Greece was effective; there were no obvious reliable alternatives. Subjugation and incorporation of Greece into his kingdom would have been very costly in time and resources and, given the Greek traditions of independence, ultimate success was by no means assured. To pursue no involvement whatsoever and allow the Greeks complete freedom of action was to invite disaster. Antigonus understood well the instability of Greek politics; it was safer to attempt to manipulate Greek political life than to remain apart from it and become a victim of someone else’s manipulation. The issue could not be considered in a vacuum: Antigonus inherited his position from Demetrius, who had been fully involved in Greece. The king of Macedonia had been involved
in Greek affairs for several generations, since the time of Philip II, whose policies and practices were very much like those employed by Antigonus. He had to deal with the world as he found it. For him to abandon his possessions and his role in Greek political life would have been seen as a sign of weakness by many and his tenure of Macedonia itself would not long survive such an abdication of power. If he had been inclined toward creative statecraft, to the establishment of some kind of confederacy with the Greek cities, there was no time for it.

His position as king of Macedonia was somewhat more secure because he had arguably inherited the position, but it required continued political and social skills. The Greek hegemony depended almost entirely on his personal relationships with individuals. A display of military force (garrisons) was necessary, but was not the essential component. Under the circumstances, the degree of success is impressive.

The political career of Antigonus Gonatas calls to mind another, better-known individual: Octavian, later known as Augustus. The young Octavian studied in Greece and, like most Roman aristocrats of the late Republic, he was familiar with the history of hellenistic kings. Perhaps he saw patterns worth emulating in Antigonus. Like Antigonus, he had a “father” (by adoption, Caesar) who had reached the pinnacle of power but was removed from it, at least partly because he had exercised that power too obviously. He, too, would have to deal with those who resented any infringement on their freedom, even though they saw his overwhelming power. Augustus allowed the Roman Republic to function, or appear to do so, just as Antigonus allowed the Greek cities to remain free and self-governing, or appear to be so. Both continued to maintain an adequate, if not too visible, military and naval force. Both created a system over the course of four decades which endured for more than a century.
What can one know about Antigonus, the man? He has left us no scrapbook, no official records, and no lengthy memoirs. Even if he had, we might be well advised to consider it carefully, since such things do not always tell a full and accurate story. We have anecdotal glimpses of the man, and any conclusions must be very tentative.

What did he look like? Plutarch tells us (Mor. 458F) only that he was relatively ugly, in contrast to his famously handsome father. He is supposed to have resembled the god Pan, whose image graced some of his coins, and a small bronze bust may be a likeness of him, but this is uncertain. The face has “large protruding ears and a pair of outwardly turned horns [which] produce a wild terror-striking face with swollen eyebrows and a flattened hawk’s nose.” His allegiance to the god Pan may have begun with his victory over the Gauls at Lysimacheia, or after his victory in the Battle of Cos, or have predated both; the coins cannot be dated with sufficient accuracy. One of the several festivals he established at Delos was in honor of the god Pan.

How did he live? Again, no specific information is available, although the general accoutrements of the good life (clothing, buildings, implements) in the third century BC are rather well understood, and should be assumed. Archaeological investigation in Macedonia is relatively young, and the surface remains of buildings are few and in a state of nearly complete ruin (there is nothing comparable to, for example, the Parthenon in Athens). The locations of Demetrias, Pella, and Aegae (Vergina) are known; portions of fortification walls remain at Demetrias, as well as foundations of a few structures, including one identified as the probable “palace;” a palace site has been identified at Pella and at Vergina, this last probably built during the reign of Antigonus. He no doubt spent some time at all of these places, as well as at Corinth and Athens.
but, as indicated earlier, we can rarely determine where he was residing at any particular point in time, nor how long he remained in that place. If he had a “capital city” at all, it was probably Demetrias, although the traditional royal residence of Pella would be very important. Aegae (Vergina) seems to have been something of a “summer palace” and religious and cultural center; the royal tombs of Macedonian kings were located there. Macedonia was not an urban culture, and Macedonian kings, especially the first and second generation after Alexander, were not territorial kings: they were not kings of a defined territory, and not even necessarily of a defined ethnic group of people; they were simply “kings” whose territory and subjects were somewhat variable. This is most true of the Seleucid empire. What was Seleucus king of? “Asia”? “Syria”? Both terms were used. It is somewhat less true of Ptolemy because Egypt was a rather well defined entity. But the Ptolemies always controlled some territory outside of Egypt as well. Macedonia was also a known location and people, but where were the borders? It is not possible for us to know, and it is quite possible that Antigonus himself did not always know either. Certainly some of the inhabitants were not “Macedonians” in the ethnic or linguistic sense, for example, in the Greek coastal cities.

For such a non-territorial king, it is probably misleading to speak of a “capital city” at all. He lived wherever he wanted to at the moment and his administrative staff, such as it was, either followed him around or could be located anywhere and everywhere, no doubt some of each.

But that is not to say Antigonus was a semi-nomadic barbarian. On the contrary, he was obviously an educated man with an appreciation of high culture. He had no need to establish an intellectual and artistic center, as did the Ptolemies at Alexandria or the Attalids later at Pergamum. It already existed in Athens, which was under his hegemony, but not only at Athens. Macedonian kings before him had brought poets and artists to Macedonia, and Tarn devoted a chapter to identifying the various poets, historians, and philosophers who at one time or another made Macedonia their residence during the reign of Antigonus. Among the more permanent residents were the aged historian Hieronymus of Cardia, who had been associated with the Antigonids for three generations and wrote his history early in the reign of Antigonus (which unfortunately survives only in fragments of Diodorus), and the poet Aratus of Soli, who wrote a bridal hymn for Antigonus and Phila and may
have written his *Phaenomena* at the specific request of Antigonus. The association of Antigonus with many of the philosophers of his time is well known and has already been mentioned. The religious envoys which had been sent to all the hellenistic kings by the Indian king Asoka, recently converted to Buddhism, had their best chance of a serious and cordial reception at the court of Antigonus.\(^7\)

His interest in the life of the mind and his intellectual capacity for it are not in doubt. Had he been born into different circumstances, Antigonus might have been one of history’s intellectuals, but he became a king instead. Though we can glimpse his character only from anecdotes, they all reveal a man who was practical, confident, disciplined, and even witty, as well as intelligent. Plutarch (*Mor.* 545b) called him: a man of no illusions and moderate in his thinking.

He had the intelligence to take advantage of opportunities, and to make his own opportunities, a strategic vision which developed and maintained a functioning monarchy in Macedonia and a hegemony in Greece for forty years with minimum cost in resources and manpower. His strategy during the Chremonidean War was very clever; had he been a little more clever, there may have been no Chremonidean War. His ruse to recover Corinth from the widow of Alexander, son of Craterus, was also clever; had he been more clever, he might not have lost Corinth to Alexander.

The frequent anecdotes about his parties remind us that he was very human, much more than the quiet intellectual. The anecdotes are all, of course, in later sources, but it is worth noting that this is the kind of image of the man which survived the years. Part of the ruse to recover Corinth from Nicaea was the lavishness of the banquet, and it seems not unexpected of him; Zeno referred to his noisy parties, and in the brief life of Arcesilaus, Diogenes Laertius (*D.L.*4.41) tells of a birthday party for Halkyoneus, his illegitimate son, for which Antigonus spent an astounding amount of money. He was a generous man; he was more generous than would be expected with an illegitimate son, and he gave gifts, including money, to many of his friends—for example, 3,000 drachma to the philosopher Cleanthes (*D.L.* 7.169)—and this seems to have been typical.

He had a sardonic sense of humor and most especially had the ability to laugh at himself and his condition. In the midst of the Chremonidean War, when the outcome was uncertain, he could laugh at the teasing gift of fish and figs from Patroclus. At another time (uncertain), when reminded that the other kings called
themselves gods and asked why he did not do likewise, he responded that the man who carried his chamber pot knew he was no god (Plut. Mor. 360c-d). We are told that he called the diadem (a strip of linen worn around the king’s head) a mere “rag,” and that he considered monarchy “a glorious servitude.”

Stoic philosophy would have been very helpful, because when one steps back to look at the whole life, Antigonus experienced at least as much volatility and change of fortune as did his more famous father, perhaps more so. The following chart, which necessarily double-counts some experiences shared by father and son, reveals the major successes and reverses of each. The numbers are not surprisingly greater for Antigonus, since they are the sum of events covering nearly fifty years, whereas those for Demetrius cover about thirty years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEMETRIUS</th>
<th>ANTIGONUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Successes</td>
<td>Reverses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312 Gaza</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306 Salamis</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306 Athens</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301 Ipsus</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295 king of Macedonia</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287 expulsion, revolt of Athens</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283 failure of Asian expedition, death of Demetrius</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277 Lysimacheia, king of Macedonia</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274 defeat by Pyrrhus</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>272 death of Pyrrhus</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265 Chremonidean War begins</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262 victory in Chremonidean War</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255 victory at Cos</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252 loss of Corinth</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249 recovery of Corinth</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247 battle of Andros</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243 loss of Corinth</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>4 3 7 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Antigonus alone)</td>
<td>6 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Antigonus lived a long and eventful life. The accomplishments were considerable. He created a stable monarchy which would endure for a century; indeed, the last Antigonid king of Macedonia, Perseus, was removed by force of Roman arms and not by internal weakness. He established his Macedonia as a “great power” in hellenistic geopolitics, a position which it retained for the remainder
of its existence, and which was not inevitable. The chaos in the 280s, before his victory at Lysimacheia, could have resulted in an insignificant peripheral Macedonia similar to its status prior to Philip II. The personal efforts and decisions of Antigonus II Gonatas created hellenistic Macedonia.
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